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When you give them a gift from Birks you know just
how much more they appreciate it by the happy expression
on their faces . . . They know that the
name Birks on the box means that the gift is a QUALITY giftthat it is the finest that money can buy and best of all
while Birks gifts mean more-they cost no more.

:

HENRY

Diamonds
Watches

BIRKS

Leather Goods
English China

JEWELLERS

Fine Silver

Ouellette Corner of Park

Gifts

.........................................................................................................................
COMPLIMENTS OF

Compliments
of

THE

BEATTY WASHER STORE

-.-

717 Wyandotte St. E.
675 Ouellette Ave.

-.-
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LA PLAZA
RESTAURANT
D
565 Ouellette

M. LEWIN. Manager
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STUDENTS
RECEIVE SPECIAL
ATTENTION AT

VA R s IT y
SPORTS CENTRE LTD.
"The Right Equipment For Every Sport"

Phone 2-2391
Phone 2·4524

10 Sandwich Sl E.
1445 Ottawa St.
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PATTERSON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE
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WINDSOR , ONTARIO
SIXTY YEARS OF SERV[CE

~

their country might continue to provide education and to instil into the minds of their younger
fellow citizens the importance of obtaining one.
What is this training which we obtain? It is
a preparation to guide us on the road of learning after we have left school. The best and
most important part of any person's education
is that which he gives himself. The true objective is not necessarily the amount of Latin,
Algebra or Physics which we learn; the essential gain is obtained by attacking our problems
and solving them. The training aids us in cornbatting our difficulties in our later life.
With these accomplishments in mind, we
salute and hail you. Patterson! It is within your
confines that we learn the necessity of cooperating and living happily together with our
fellow students. Here we are taught the essence
of patriotism for our country. It is from your
steps that we go forth into the troubled world,
better prepared to meet the obstacles which
arise before us.
RUTH KAUFMAN

This is Patterson's sixtieth anniversary.
What does this attainment mean to you?
First of all. this means that thousands of
students from all walks of life have been
brought together under one roof with one mutual aim-to obtain an education. Here they
have learned the necessity of co-operating with
one another to be successful in sports, or in any
other school undertaking. After leaving P.C.I.
these boys and girls have entered many types
of industries and professions. Some have succeeded others have failed. Some have become
promin~nt men of our community, and of our
country.
This also means that Patterson has seen
fruitful periods as well as depressions; has
lived through two world wars. Through these
prosperous and unsettled times, the Hon. J. C.
Patterson Collegiate Institute continued its
work of preparing the Canadian boys and girls
for their future. After leaving its halls of learning. many men entered our armed forces and
fought and died that their school. their city and
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ELECTED TRUSTEES
A. R. Davidson, B.A.
. E. W. Morris
H. D. Taylor, B.A. , M.D.
P. P. McCallum , C. L.U.
J. F .Twigg, B.A ., K.C.

'

APPOINTED TRUSTEES
Separate School
M. G. Brick, D. D.S.
H. Lassaline
Vocational School
. . . . . . . ... . W. Sivell
L. Johnston
Superintendent of Schools
L. Wheelton, B.A.
Business Administrator .. ,. .. T. R. Noble, B.C.S.
School Enrolment-Public, 10,200-Secondary, 4 ,025
MAIN ~

WINDSOR SCHOOLS EXCEL
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Third Row: Robin Scott, Joe !Keifer, Hugh Geddes. Ray Wilson. Martin Goldberg.
Second Row: Peggy Gow. Kay Orser, Lulu Campbell, Molly McConnell. Mary Mills. Anne Strump, Sarah Shanfield, Virginia
Webster.
First Row: Helen Rollet. Koy MaeVicar, Gloria Cross, Ruth Xaulman. Jack Morgan, Art McGuire, Doug DeYoung. Norton
Mansfield.

THE PATRICIAN STAFF
EDITORIAL

'

Editor
Managing Editor
Sports Editor
School News Editor
Feature Editor
Foreign Language Editor
Dirt'n Dust
Humour Editor
Exchange Editor
Thumbnail Sketches
Art Editor
Photography Editor
Assistant Photographers
Staff Advisers

I

I
[

I

STAF F

Jack Morgan
Ruth Kaufman
· Robin Scott
Kay MacVicar
Norton Mansfield
Sobina Latwinski, Mary Burbridge
Gloria Cross, Mary Mills
Martin Goldberg
Joan Buie
Bill Van Wyck, Pat Dodge
Joe Kiefer
Kay Orser
Dick Johnson, Doug DeYoung, Martin Goldberg, Hugh Geddes
Mr. J. J. Bowden, Miss A. Adams, Mr. C. B. Hallam

BUSINESS DEPAR TMENT
Art McGuire
Business Manager
Bob Young
Advertising Manager
Molly McConn.e ll, Lulu Campbell, Sarah SheinAdvertising Agents
feld Helen Rollet, Ray Wilson, Peggy Gow, Robin Scott, Ruth Kaufman, Mary Mills, Anne
Strump.
Typists under the direction of Mii;s H. Long:
Adrian Blair, Audrey Charbonneau, Jeanne Clark, Mildred Davies, Jacqueline Donovan,
Hilda Hallett, Norma Harrison Marjorie Hand. Marilyn Holden, Theresa Izsak, Naomi
Kersey· Hilda Metzger, Pat McGillivray, Mary Newar, Dennis Pazuk, Marion Pray, Elsie
Rebkowec, Betty Rowland, Sarah Sheinfeld, Gordon Simpson, Shirley Smith, Sophie
Szychta, Irene Warrington,. Cecil
1<0wiz, Joe Barnocky.
AT R I
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Messages from

•

Our Principal and
Our Editor
IN RECOGNITION

THE PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE
This is the Diamond Jubilee of the school on the
present location. although it was founded many
years earlier. For many years it was the only Secondary School in the Windsor distTict. When a
second Collegiate Institute was built some years
ago this school could no longer be called the Windsor Collegiate Institute and it was named then after
the Hon. James C. Patterson, who had donated the
site for the present building. He was a well known
citizen of Windsor. who had served as Member of
Parliament. Minister of Militia and Defence and
Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba.
Looking back over this period it is evident that
great changes have taken place. as ii is a far cry
from the small four-teacher school of sixty years ago
to the many fine Secondary Schools found in Windsor to-day. At one time High School education was
reserved for tbe privileged few, now it is the birth
right of every young person who has the ability and
inclination to pursue it. Our schools now provide a
broader educational programme than in earlier
days. and therefore girls and boys have a better
opportunity to equip themselves for the serious business of life. but much of the result depends upon the
students themselves. It is my sincere wish that each
student will take advantage of this opportunity now.
because the future belongs to those who prepare for
it. It is important to remember. also. that in the next
few years Canada's greatest need will be for young
people of integrity. sound training and moral courage. If the students of Patterson remain loyal to its
traditions. they will not be found wanting in any
of these qualities.
I wish to express my congratulations and thanks
to the Editor. his staff. the teacher advisers and all
others who have assisted in the publication of our
school magazine. Its success is due to their enthusiasm and untiring efforts.
G. E. MARSH! · T,.

It has been the policy of the Patrician to print
accounts of, and comments on, all school activities.
In all Patricians this duty has been carried out
faithfully. Yet though all activities. from badminton
to the band, are recorded in the Patrician. little or no
mention is made of one very important school activity. I speak of the Patrician itself.
The Patrician had its beginning in a small newsp~er. the P.C. Eye, that developed into a magazine.
the Crier, and from there to the present publication.
These year-books act as a revealing cross-sectio:i of
Patterson's history and accomplishments. To carry
out this exacting task has required high standards
of writing that we hope we have maintained.
The staff of the 1949 Patrician w as organized in
the early fall. and is composed of students from all
forms. As in other school organizations, each member has a specific duty. The ultimate success of the
undertaking rests solely upon the industry and close
co-operation of the staff and teacher sponsors.

~

,

I would like. at this time, to take the opportunity
to pass out a few well deserved bouquets. To Ruth
Kaufmcu1, industrious assistant editor. I hand a
dozen red roses. Few students on the staff have given
so much time and effort in an attempt to make the
magazine a success. This energetic miss has had the
difficult task of rounding up the elusive articles. and
has carried out her duties tactfully and cheerfully.
To Virginia Webster. Koy MacVicar. Kay Orser and
Norton Mansfield, to each a white orchid. These
students, all busy in other school activities, have by
methods unknown, succeeded in completing their
assignments.
It must be remembered that the magazine would
not exist were it not for the efforts of Art McGuire
and his business staff. Equally important is the
sound, constructive advice of the teacher sponsors,
Miss Adams, Mr. Bowden, and Mr. Hallam. To the
numerous writers, artists, photographers and typists,
I extend a hearty vote of thanks, for their unfailing.
zealous work.
Special mention must be made of the work carried on by the students of !OF. in making the linoleum
blocks that enliven many pages of the magazine.
"The accomplishments of the staff are here before you. But please remember that we are merely
the mirror that reflects the efforts of the student body.
JACK MORGAN
"THE PATRICIAtv '

•

I
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Fourth Row: C. B. Hallam, W. H. Cul.b ert. J. E. Dawson, J. S. Mencel.
Third Row: R. W. Baaa. R. 0. Fraser. J. R. Pentland. B. A. Mennie. J. G. Stone. H. H. MIU1, A. F. Newman.
Second Row: Miu H. Bolton. Mias J. West. Miss J. Gregory. Miss E. Munro. Miss G. Wagg. Miu H. Long, Miu H. Kay. Mrs.
L. Xhta.
First Bow: Miu R. Hancock. J. H. Cameron. Miu A. Adams. G. E. Marahall. Principal: W. J. Haydon. Mlaa L. Smith. Mias C.
Coughlin. J. J. Bowden.
Absent: Miu A. Kennedy. Mlsa E. GUJham. Miu H. Coyle. Mra. S. H. Bull. Mr. J. R. McNeil .

..
THE TEACHING STAFF
formerly taught at Listowel High School. Miss Munro
thinks the students at Patterson are exceptionally
friendly and co-operative. Miss Munro is very interested •in the school sports and is looking forward to
the football season. In welcoming Miss Munro we
would like to say that we hope she enjoys being a!
Patterson as much as we enjoy having her here.

The coming of ~eptember brought several
changes to the Patterson teaching staff. Mr. R. W .
Bass. B.A.• replaced Mr. Orr as he:::id of the Mathematics department. Mr. Bass was favourably impressed by the friendly attitude shared by the Patterson students and staff. We hope he will enjoy his
new position and we know all the students will cooperate to make h is stay at P.:xtterson as pleasant as
possible.

•

Mrs. S. H. Bull, B.A.. relieved Miss Coyle. whose
absence was due to illness. Mrs. Bull finds that the
most outstanding feature at Patterson is the students'
complete Jack of segregation in regard to nationalities and race. Mrs. Bull also said she is glad to come
back to teaching in such a pleasant atmosphere.

There were two additions to the English department. Mr. J. R. McNeil, M.A .. and Miss E. G. Munro
B.A. Although Mr. McNeil was at Patterson only one
term. he took an interest in many of the school
activities. and an active part in coaching the ho::key
team. Mr. McNeil was surprised at the variety of
activities in which the students have the opportunity

The students of Patterson would like to take this
opportunity to extend a sincere and hearty welcome
to these new members of the teaching staff.

to take part.

l

Mr. McNeil was replaced by Miss Munro who

' " :' :I E
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Messages from Former Principals
The late F. P. Gavin, Principal: 1903·1919
Principal, Ontario Technical Teachers Training College
Excerpt from his message on our 50th Anniver:.ary, 1939
"Of the thousands of young people who have come under her
influence, a considerable proportion are leaders in their respective
walks of life. It would be worth a few minutes' medita1ion to run over
the names of the men and women in Windsor who are doing worthwhile things in professional life and in industrial and commercial
fields, to see how many of them attended The Hon. J. C. Patterson
Collegiate Institute. These men and women would be the first to
attribute much of their worth to the training that they received while
a1 this school."
The late W. D. Lowe. Principal: 1919-1922
Principal. Windsor-Walkerville Vocational School: 1922-1945
"Patterson will always hold a place unique among Windsor's
Secondary Schools. For over thirty years it was the sole high school in
the Border area, so that it was Alma Mater to a host of our citizens,
both men and women.
All other secondary schools like Vocational and Kennedy, are
either direct offshoots of Patterson, or have been influenced profoundly
by her traditions of sound learning and fine sportsmanship.
"The fourteen years I spent at Patterson as a member of the staff
were exceedingly happy years!"
"Long may she flourish!"

\.j

' '.
'

A. G. Hooper, Principal: 1922-1929
Now Superintendent cf Secondary Education for Ontario
"Although nearly twenty years have passed since I left Patterson
Collegiate Institute (then Windsor Collegiate Institute). I still cherish
the happy memories of the ten year:, I spent in this school- three as
teacher and seven as Principal.
I hope that the fine record and splendid traditions of this school
which were established by my predecessors and have been so well
maintained throughout the years may shine with even brighten lustre
in the days to come."

...

L. W. Wheelton, Principal: 1929-1936
Now Superintendent of Education for Windsor
"My proud and friendly associations with your school for so many
years, some by direct contact as teacher and principal. and some by
remote control as superintendent, make any assurance of my good
wishes unnecessary. And yet, Sam Tohnson, the English writer, once
advised: ''A man should keep his friendships in constant repair." We
follow his wise counsel and he1,? heartily e xpress our good wishes and
hopes that the fine traditions of Patterson Collegiate Institute may continue and grow in greatness."
"I have followed with deep satisfaction your school life this year
in the realm of Health and Athletics, in the work of Guidance, in the
Fine Arts, in the more formal academic studies, and. above all. in that
culture which develops the desirable 1raits and characteristics-those
intangible things which subtly mould personality. The spirit with which
these works have been undertaken, and the steady progress which has
been maintained speak well for the leadership of your principal. Mr.
Marshall. the devotion of your staff of teachers and the fine relations
existing among the principal. the staff, and the students."
"The staff of the Patrician deserves the special commendation and
thanks of all who are interested in the school for again arranging to
record the highlights of the year's accomplishmen!s on the printed
pages of the school magazine."
"I think of the words of Coleridge, 'He prayeth best who loveth
be::;!', when I assure you that my · -y ·.: for the best in health, happiness, and success go with yo1 . '
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KEN STEWART

Heretofore an athlete who disproved the theory
"all brawn and no brains". He has not been absent
or late once in five years until recently when he
missed a few days through illness. Teachers frequently find that he talks to himself. He has one
deficiency, no enemies. Ken is uncertain about his
future plans, but doubtless he will be among the
three most successful boys of the 1949 graduating
class.

HEAD GIRL
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BARBARA GORDON

Barbara has been an honour student during her
years at Patterson and is an active player on the
G irls' Basketball Team and a member of the Drama
Club. Her qualities of sportsmanship, her pleasing
personality and her popularity among the students,
\.:,,we won her the important position of Head Girl.
""Xt "ear Barbara plans to study to be a laboratory
,,;cic

Graduating Class of '49

TOM BATEMAN

MR. BOWDEN
Madly in love with Hamlet. He enjoys
arguments about whether the porter's scene

Likes nurses. Gainsborough would enjoy
his whipple tree of the French class. H0
and Bill Rymol ore like Damon and
Pythios.

in Macbeth increases or relieves tension

and whether America hos a culture of its
own.
He disclaims be-bop as "the ex,
pression of jungle noises termed jazz".

DOUG. BAXTER

JACK BICKERTON

Home address pool room. Mr. Hoydon's
hostile attitude towards him may be the
cause of t:iis. Was a good Latin student
long ago.

Beebobleboobibop; music, music, music
of the class pin and High Y Club supporter.
A chartered accountant some day.

PETER BRODER

MARY BURBRIDGE

Nol as boisterous as most fifth formers,
yel hos been accused of not living up lo
their standard after a certain Algebra in·
cident.

Our sophisticated lady. Mory is on honour
student who excels in English and does
very well as a ballerina.

from Kenton to Venture.

Four time winner

i

MARJORIE CARTER

PATRICIA DODGE

Cor:1egie library's steadiest customer. Marjorie hos a great sense of humour; admits
lo being the most procroslinoling procras-

Popular ho:,our student and chairman of
this year's Literary Committee. Excels in
French. Plans on Nursing for a future.

tinator.

RONALD DUNKLEY
BARBARA DOUGLAS

"Would you like lo buy a ticket?"
A
believer in six-men basketball teams in
interlorm garnes if you could gel away
with it. Ron is one of the sympathetic

"Better late that never" is our class olhlele'n
mollo. Plans to return to her alma mQter
next year.

vibrators.

GEORGE FITZGERALD

WILFRED FRYDAY

Ah. but ii happened! Silent George, yardage man of the lootboll team, volu:ileered
on answer in the French class. Plans lo
study billiards in Argentina next year.

Was in the beboppers quarter. Member of
the rifle team and a cadet officer. Miss
Adams is pleased with his improvement
in French. Is thinking of leaching.
-~

TRJCIAh

~
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Graduating Class of '49

FRANK HODGES

ELIZABETH HALL

"Did you say a girl? oh go:>d,e!" Barnacle
Bill loves 'em Wonda and Carol and
Jeanne and • . . He ia High Y Club
president. Thie cord will onllvon normal
1chool.

..Our lady in while". Elizabeth goes :n
lrolnlng for a nurse nexl fall. Her prese:1t
inloresls ore drama and public speaking.

C/\nOL HORSBURGH

DICK JOHNSON

Pollerton's accomplished pianist and Girls'
Head Prelecl. She la co-chairman of this
year', successful toelal committee and an
active participont In lnler-form sports.

One of the bebop quartet.
Says June
Christie is top,. Where to find him? with
Bickerton dlacusaing lobour-manogem:,nt
relations. He eupports the executives.

BEN LENARTOWICZ

BOB MACDONALD

A hondtome hockey and s:x:cer player.
Sustained a lip injury on lhe miraculous
day Patterson enlered lhe hockey playolfs.

Goes for girl1 In Grode thirteen with the
Initial "P". Beaides the oppoaite sex. ho
enjoys soccer and hockey.

•
IAN MacPHA IL

JUNE MocVICAR

A BIG man with a b,g future. Another
Simon Meretsky or Bill Griesinger. Yet he
soya medicine is hl1 calling.

"Short but 1weet" is June. on honour
atudent oil through school. June plans to
enter Normal School r.ext foll.

NORTON MANSFIELD

ROBERT MclELWAIN

S:ho:>l inleresla are High News. Polricion
and Drama Club, but plans o~ high school
leaching for a future.

o~ce upon a time 13A had a comedian.
That he is no more; ask Mr. Bowden where
he wenl.
Thi• e ccentric chemist love1
horses. Will be a veterinary.

BOB MclNTOSH

•

.,..

GEORGE PARE

"Wo wanl the girls!" So lhia 11 whal
Wolkervllle produces! School Is oboul
lenlh on his lisl of inlerest1. although
teaching is his future.

With us since lost year from Wheatley.
George is a 1trong man; with a lllllc
effort he breaks desks•

.i
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Graduating Class of '49

DICK RYDER

BILL RYMAL

..Would anyone like a pigeon? .. Since this
query was first posed. he has severed
relalions with the vice-principal. Quite a
kicker.

"Never. never heat calcium in a test tube..

Besides being skilled as a chorus girl
he is a good English student.

BILL SHAW

BILL SMITH

A little known. little seen member of our
class. Hos been lost since Dick Robarts left
Patterson. We nominate him as premier of
tho mute parliament

Six fool. three inch. centre of the se~ior
bascketball team. What girl would refuse
a "slow boat to China" trip with him?
f'uturc fat. forty and bald.

JERRY SOKOLOFSKY

ZOLTA!_'I SOLTES

A cheerleader. He enjoys having his name
in bright lights. He always manages to
get it squeezed on the side board in Miss
Adams' room

"It's not a question of brains for he stoic,
the show in the chorus line". "For what is
o razor used?"

~

..

•
DINO TESOLIN

PAUL STEFAN
Commanding officer of the code! corps.
Carol Horsburgh and he have helped to
make tb;s year's dances success!ul. In
uniform he is lhe best dressed cadet; one
of the best dressed fifth formers.

A mischievous lad w ho arouses some girls'
anger lo the state of profanity. He likes
progressive music.
Frequents low-brow
parlours with Richard.

BILL VanWYCK

BOB VICARY

Considers Homer a better poet than Shakespeare. Distrusts girls. Although he has
queer ideas, he is a thinker. We predict he
will be a Latin teacher.

"Prove ii or I don't believe it." Will b:,
a good engineer ... Lives quite a distanco
from the school, two blocks; rides to school
in '49 Ford. Could you imagine him a
zoot suit.

PAULINE WENDT
"NEVER A
PLISHMENT."

"Those Spitfires won again", supporter of
Windsor's important hockey team. Pauline

DAY WITHOUT ACCOM-

.....

is on honour student with an u·ncertain

future.

10

"TH'E

PATRICIAN"

.I\ ,I

Third Row: Fred Sorrell. Bill Beaudry. Lorne Dunkley. Frank Hodges. Norton Mansfield. Arnold Lucus. Doran Mctaggart. Wilfred
Greenw ood. Jack ·Bickerton. Mr. Mills.
Se,cond Row: Miss Smith. Palricia Dodge. Ruth Kaufman. Kathleen Winney. Suzanne Kennedy. Marilyn Kosma. Tom Hoffman. Jack Morgan. Bill Van Wyck.
Finl Row: Rheva Naflolin. Claire Greguo!. Gloria Cross. Burbara Douglas . Kennelh Slewart. Donald Lever. Carol Horsburgh
Marilyn Holden.

THE COLLEGIATE COUNCIL

.

Marshall allowed it to run fifteen minutes into school
time. Not all t.he achievements of the council are the
results of persons using the suggestion box. The
second microphone, the girls' basketball uniforms
and jackets, and the cheerleaders' sweaters were
obtained by the 1948-49 council. through the efforts
of the teachers and the organizations who benefitted
from them. But some alert Pattersonite could have
made these proposals and received credit as the
originator of what we see in the gymnasium and
what we hear in the auditorium.

There's a brown, over-sized mail-box in the
lower corridor. You may have noticed it. Everyone
used it to vote for the king and queen at the Back·
field Bounce. Don't think you can use it only once a
year. Don't think that any suggestions that pass
through the opening in ii fall among the orange
peelings to he forgotten. The box is not a cemetery
for your ideas, hut a seed bed from which they grow
into reality.
What happens to the pieces of torn note·hooks
and loose-leaf sheets deposited there? Before they
can become encrusted with the dust that fills the a ir,
they are removed by one of the divisions of our
student government, the Citizenship Committee. A
day or two before the Council holds its monthly
meeting, this group takes off the lock, scrapes out
the contents. and discusses each suggestion. If the
hieroglyphics disclose that Mr. Pentland should
comb his hair on the left side instead of in the middle,
the committee laughs and discards the complaint,
hut if it is constructive. sensible, it will become a
part of the new business of the council.

)~

This is one of the chief functions of the councilto discover the wishes of the student body, to examine them, and to carry out the practical ones.
Any government must consist of r esponsible representatives of the people. To operate properly, our
student government must contain presidents willing
to vigorously oppose or support what the rest of the
school asks for. Without heated discussions some
proposals will he passed that should not. and others
rejected that should be passed. To avoid this, teachers and students should ensure that their representa.
lives will not he quiet in controversies, and will not
be kept from the council meeting by detentions,
athletics, or outside work. Each class must realize
that the effectiveness of the student council depends
primarily upon the judgment it shows in choosing
its class president.
BILL VAN WYCK.

At a recent meeting the possibilities of a military
ball for the cadet corps were debated and the plan
defeated. Someone else, "disgusted", had demanded
action to increase school spirit. What happened?
Through the council. a pep rally with novel skits
and Chauvin's jokes, was held one afternoon. Mr.
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at serving. The Seniors' sported such players as
Barbara Douglas, Helen Kain and Barbara Gordon al
the nel; Joan Buie, Catherine Vaughan. and Mollie
McConnell in the centre line; Suzanne Kennedy,
Mildred Davies, and Theresa Iszak at the back line.
Their capable substitutes were Lula Campbell and
Marilyn Holden. The Juniors- Shirley Cunnim,1ham.
Sally Wigle, Doris Keith, Florence Reaume, Mary
Clarke, Sylvb Holavich, Theresa Trottier, Joyce
Brooks. and Beverly Dykes. and th,sir substitutes
Norma Westgate. and Jean Towle. are particularly
to be commended for their ability.
Both teams were expertly managed by referee
Gloria Cross and score-keepers Peggy Gow and
Annette Strump.
MOLLY McCONNELL.

SEVEN SPARKPLUGS
The team is behind, the favourite player has been
benched on fouls, it is getting warm. and the excitement has reached and passed it peak when: P-AP-A- and once again a rousing cheer raises the
sometimes dampened spirits of the team. One would
think from the enthusiasm displayed, that our cheerleaders were possessed of boundless energy. We
fail to realize, while watching those flawlessly
executed routines the amount of time and effort 1hat
has been put forth in order to perfect them.
The Patterson Cheerleaders: Lorice Mady. June
Flynn, Ruth Ann Molyneux, Barbara Fontai.ne, Ruth
Clarke, Connie Gordner, Rheva Naftolin, and Jerry
Sokolovsky under the able direction of Mr. Mills.
have served as an inspiration and stimulus to both
supporters and team members.
At this lime let us give three very long, loud
cheers for a hard job, well done by the Patterson
Cheerleaders.
KAY ORSER.

..

SOCCER
This year the W.S.S.A. soccer schedule was cut
in half, and thus the team played only four games
instead of the usual eiqht. Their record was commendable in that they be:xt Riverside 1-0. Kennedy
2-0, tied Vocational and were beaten only by
Walkerville to finish the season in second place.
However, as Walkerville was unbeaten, there were
no olayoffs.
'!.
With Mrs. Kitts, Miss Cougr.lin. Mr. Dawson and
Mr. Newman providing transportation, the boys
journeyed to Cranbrook School at Bloomfield Hills,
Michigan, to play their only exhibition game of the
season, which they won 3-2. This has become an annual event and is eagerly anticipated by the boys.
The team's forward line consisted of Westlake,
Stefan, Bruski. Lenartowicz and Falok. Humes, Frid:iy
and Brooks played half-back. while MacD:mald and
Hallet were on defence. Excellent goal-keeping was
provided by McBane.
Mr. Pentland and the team should be conqratulated hec:rnse they finished the season with 3 victories, I tie and l defeat. even though this is the first
season for many years the boys have played without
the advice and encouragement of Mr. Greig. However, as Mr. Pantland has proved himself to be a
worthy successor, we can look forward to a successful season next year.
ROBIN SCOTT

GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL
The Patterson Senior and Junior Girls' Volleyball
teams. both under the able leadership of Miss
Gregory, had a very successful season and proved a
credit to their "Alma Mater". The Seniors' came
through 1he season wi.th only two defeats. They
pla:ced a close third in the city championship. bowing only 10 W alkerville and Sandwich.
One of the most thrilling games was the Juniors'
triumph over Walkerville, a score of twenty-five to
twenty-four. Another memorable game was the
Seniors' defeat of Vocational. thirty-five to fifteen.
Both teams claimed strong lineups. at the net and
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FOOTBALL TEAM
Coach: Mr. A. F. Newman
Fil1h Row: Bob S!mpaon. Joe Barnocky, Robin Scott. Frank
Hod9ea. Ken Stewart, Lany Clnat, Don Paraona.
Four1h Row: Art McGuire. Steve Zlmbalalle. W!ll!e
Casanova. Wilfred Greenwood. George Fitzgerald. Mac
Karcz~ John Lawrenaon.

Third Row: Ernie Zarzour, Lorn• Dunkley. Dino THolln.
Joe Kiefer. Gordon Wright. Paul Seldlltz. Dennla Pazuk.
Second Row: Phil Kitchen. Zlno Karcz. David Carswell.
B!II Beaudry. Jack Hall. Harold Newton. Jack Tower.
F!rat Row: Joe Steck!, David Wealholm. Ed. Roy. Mr.
Newman. Ken Kading. George Wortley. Bev. Carson,

SOCCER TEAM
Coach: Mr. J. R. Pentland
Sacond Row: Roland Angua. Frank Hallell. Bob MacDonald, J. R. M. Pentland (coach), Wilfred Fryday, Frank
Humes, Norman Wortley.
Finl Row: Dan Fabok. Leo Finnigan, Ben Lenartowicz.
Ronald Hunt. Jack Woatlake.

1948 BOYS' TRACK MEET
Wlndaor Meet

Croll Cup for City Championship
Juvenile. Junior. Intermediate and Senior Champions

W. 0. S. S. A. Meet
Juvenlle. Junior, and Senior Champions
Third Row: Steve Zlmbalalle, Joseph Steck!, John Smith,
George F1t19erald, Larry C!nat, Norman Wortley. JoHph
Filbey.
Second Row: W!ll!am Casanova. Robin Scoll, Dino Tesolin,
Mike Drebot. Harold Newton, Kenneth Brooka. John Zangari.
Joe B<unocky. William Brown, Robert Slmp1on.
F!rat Row: Max Karcz, Don Hoffman, Edward Zdzlarakl,
Dan Fabok.
;--

GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM
Coach: Miu J. Gregory
Second Row: Ml11 J. Gregory, Sally Wigle. Kathleen
Winney, Barbara Douglaa, Pe,ggy White. Kathleen OrHr,
First Row: Ruth Clark. Gloria Shea. Helen Rowland.
Betty Rowland. Shirley Green, Peggy Gow, Jeanne Clark.
Absent: Joan Buie. Geraldine Noble.

.L
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was the victory over Sandwich, a team undefeated
for three years. The two losses were to Kennedy and
Vocational. Having reached the Semi-finals Patterson defeated Kennedy. 25-11. However. in a close
battle for the championship Patterson bowed to
Sandwich, 14-8.
Congratulations to Sandwich girls on their spectacular record- the winning team for the fourth year!
MOLLY McCONNELL.

D

FOOTBALL
As you all know. the championship did not come
to Patterson this year; nevertheless we had a team
of championship calibre which just missed winning
the coveted crown by a few points. Offensively they
s:::ored more points than any other team. and they
achieved one of the best defensive records in the
league.
This year, brains counted as well as brawn. There
were opportunists always doing the unexpected. always alert. Remember when Don Parsons ran 80
yards for a touchdown against Walkerville after
picking up a fumble on the Patterson twenty? Or
the time Bob Simpson flashed from nowhere to intercept an Assumption pass on the Patterson 4 yard line
and then streaked 106 yards for a touchdown? Or
that beautiful onside kick by flying Max Karcz to
Casanova in the semi-finals with Kennedy. which
w.:::ts totally unexpected and fooled even the referee?
However. even thouqh they were opportunists.
more often they earned their points by playing brilliant hard-driving football. They operated on offense
from a Diamond formation newly instituted by Mr.
Newman. Thus they had a fast-op:ming deceptive
attack built around Casanova's superb passing.
which plcrced him at fullback on the All-City squad
for the second consecutive year. But they were not
only a passing team. With George Fitzgerald at
right half hitting the center of the line. and Steve
Zimbalatte at left, cutting off tackle and around the
e:1ds. they had a well-b.:::tlanced ground attack which
along with Greenwood's frequently brilliant quarterbacking kept opposing teams on the jump all the
time.
"Get hold of that ball", was this year's cry. for
the Panthers believed that offense was the best defense. However, when they were not in possession
of the pigskin they played marvellous defensive
ball. No team in the city could run the ends effectively against them and they were very adept at plunging the centre and knocking down passes. Reading
from left to right the line featured: Bob Simpson at
left end, Joe Barnoscky at left middle. Robin Scott at
left inside. Frank Hodges at snap. Ken Stewart at
right inside. Larry Cina! right middle and Don Parsons at right end. It was a very steady line from
which Bob Simpson and Joe Barnoscky were chosen
for the All-City Team.
We feel that this squad upheld the Panther tradition in the best possible way. Although light in
weight they were a very able squad; but more than
that-they had the unquenchable will to win. To
them the game did not end until the final whistle
was blown. Many times they were behind at the h::ilf.
only to come fighting back to victory. To Al Newman
who was all a coach should be, Congratulations for
su:h a splendid team.
ROBIN SCOTT.

INTERFORM SPORTS
One of the facets in the jewel of human nature is
the love of sports. Most people enjoy playing them
whether they are proficient or not, solely for the
enjoyment and recreation which they obtain. Interform sports are provided for the majority of the students who are not able to play on s:::hool teams.
They act as a means to pass the noon hour and give
vent to surplus energy which otherwise might be
used in undesirable pursuits. But more than this
they serve as a testing ground for traininq and developing young players. Probably <I!l the school
team members have played on interform te<Ims at
one time or another, and from these games potential
stars were discovered by our coaches.
Five sports are included in the interform sports'
programme throughout the year. In the fall there is
soccer for grades nine and ten at Wigle Park, and
touch football. a modified form of tackle. on the back
campus for grades eleven. twelve and thirteen. During the winter if the weather permits, there is hockey
at Wigle Park; but rain or shine there is always basketball in the gymnasium. All grades play interform baseball during the spring from which very
exciting games result.
When considering the s:::ores. one would probably soy that the games are very uninteresting.
Admittedly the scoring is not high. but these games
are played with as much enthusiasm as those played
by the school teams. The enthusiasm. however, never
becomes uncontrollable. and thus a high level of
sportsmanship exists. For most of us. interform sports
will be remembered fondly as an integral p:irt of
school life.
MOLLy McCONNELL.

GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM
In accordance with tradition, Patterson has again
produced a girls' basketball team which rates "tops".
It was through the teamwork and sportsmanship
displayed. that the team again almost reached ihe
heights. Captained by Suzanne Kennedy. the other
forwards, Helen Kain and Pauline Ivan, and the
guards, Barbara Gordon. Mollie McConnell and
Reenie Vaughan. fought hard at every game.
Their enthusiastic substitutes were Gloria Cross.
Violet Turle, Peggy Gow. Aline Adams. Mary Clarke
and Ruth Clarke.
At the end of the season the girls had chalked up
a s:::ore of three wins and two losses. Most notable
l4
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GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM
Coach: Miss G. Wagg
S,cond Row: Miss G. Wagg, Ruth Clark, Sally Wigle.
Beverly Dykes, Mary Clarke. Theresa Trottier, Norma Westgate. Joyce Fanson, Shirley Cunningham, Reenie Vaughan.
First Row: Peggy Gow. Barbara Gordon. Gloria Cross.
Helen Kain, Suzanne Kennedy. Violet (Sugar) Turle. Pauline
Ivan. Molly McConnell. Aline (Chickie) Adams.

SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM
Coach: Mr. J. S. Mencel
Third Row: Bob Simpson (captain). Ken Stewart, Bob
McBain.

Second Row: J. S. Mencel (coach). William Casanova.
Donald Stone. Larry Cinat. Phil Jacobs. Joe Barnocky.

First Row: Bill Smith, Max Karcz. Willie Greenwood,
Steve Zimbalatte, Don Parsons. Frank Wade .

..
•

JUN10R BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM
Coach: Mr. J. E. Dawson
H:uold Newton, Don McEwan. Joe Phelps, Kenneth
Brooks. Remo Copat, Jack Carp, Mike Drobot, Zeno Karcz.
William Jemison. Peter Bruski, Fred Schouerman.

HOCKEY TEAM
Coaches: Mr. J. R. McNeil. Mr. J. E. Dawson
Second Row: Ben Lenartowicz. Ronald Dunkley, George
Wortley. Henry White, Bob MacDonald.
First Row: Leo Wytka, Peter Bruski. William Beaudry. Joe
Filbey. Alex Buliga, Kenneth Fitzgerald, Art McGuire•
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Assumption tied the score midway in the third quarter. but this seemed to provide an incentive and quick
baskets by Bill Smith and Bob Simpson set Patterson
ahead with the game s.:ifely in their hands.
Patterson will be gunning for the third straight
Ontario championship this year and the chances are
in their favour. With the spirit and basketball knowledge they have gained during the season, and the
superb coaching of Mr. Mencel. they will again
bring honour to Patterson.
FRANK HODGES.

SENIOR BASKETBALL

JUNIOR BASKETBALL

If only the inventor of basketball could see
Patterson's senior basketball team in action! From
his game. which was originally a game of indoor
football, it has developed into a game of high skill,
great stamina, and above all of fighting spirit. The
Patterson team exemplifies these qualities to the
highest degree.
Patterson, under the able coaching of Mr. J.
Mencel. used a new innovation this year in the form
of the two squad system. It was a new experiment in
Windsor and it paid off. Patterson's rivals will attest
to that, for by the use of this shuttle system, they
found themselves playing against a constantly fresh
team. Patterson was exceptionally fortunate to have
two teams of equal calibre. You will long hear discussions even after the basketball season is over as
to which of the two teams was the better. It is too
difficult a question to answer. Equally difficult is it
to single out any one player for signal honours. Each
player had his own specialty. which coupled with
the uncanny ability to make plays and make them
work provided an almost unbeatable combination.
The Panthers were captained this year by Bob
Simpson. An All-City choice last year. he provided
a strong flame in the volcano of a basketball team
that erupted from Patterson this year. He has thrilled
many with his spectacular underhand shots from
under and behind the backboard. But he is not the
only shot. Co-starring with him on the starting team
was that cool and deadly guard, Willy Greenwood.
His guarding spelled defeat for rival attacks. while
his one-hand set shot from centre floor provided victory for Patterson. Tall Bill Smith developed from the
beginning of the season into an excellent pivot man.
Willie Casanova. with his two-hand set shot from
the side lines. and Phil Jacobs, with his steady
guarding and even steadier shooting, completed the
smooth working first team.
The second te;:im was sparked by the deadly eye
of Max Karcz who had a shot from almost any angle.
Coupled with Don Parsons and Frank Wade. who
fought from the opening whistle, they provided the
scoring punch of the second team. Larry Cinat and
Ken Stewart were the guards of the second team and
held the team together with their sure shots and
clever guarding.
The team did not have a spectacular season. but
rather had a season of ups and downs. It suffered
defeats. by one point, at the hands of Sandwich and
Assumptfon in the regular s:;hedule. But once in the
playoffs. it had a scoring punch that proved to be
unbeatable. Kennedy went down to a humiliating
defeat from a red hot Panther team that controlled
the play at all times. In the championship game
against a fighting Assumption team, Patterson, after
an early lead. had to fight down to the wire to win
their third successive W.S.S.A. championship.

In future years Patterson will have again one of
the best basketb.:ill te.:1ms in Canada. because from
this years Junior team, are destined to come some of
Canada's great basketball stars. This group of boys
who are supposed to be only the minor attraction at
the Friday night games, have provided the fans with
some of the biggest thrills of the season. They had
the fight and spirit that goes to make up a truly
great team. Also they had the basketball ability that
comes only to a player who loves the game and
plays it to the best of his ability.
C::>ached by Mr. Dawson, they developed rapidly.
Making difficult shots from every angle, and then
backing up their attack by a cool and sturdy defence,
they evolved into one of the best junior teams in the
city. They played a fairly steady brand of basketball and it was their steadiness that won again the
W.S.S.l\.. title for them and the school.
They were led by Don McEwan who. with his
deadly one hand set shot from any angle. provided
the points when most needed. Because of his steady
defensiva game and his ability to make plays the
team was destined to go far. At centre, the Juniors
had a play.er who promises to develop into a star.
H:rrold Newton surprised everyone with his pivot
shots of deadly accuracy that one usually sees from
only the better senior players. To back him up was
Mike Drebot who played a spectacular game at forward and whose shots and defensive play set a
pattern for the whole te::im to follow. One of the
coolest pktyers on the floor was Pete Bruski who disrupted more enemy attacks than any other player,
and whose one hand shot from centre pulled many a
game from the fire for Patterson. One player who
shows great promise is Zino Karcz, who in his first
year of Junior Basketball. became a regular ball
hawk and will become even better as the years go
by. Jack Carp. at guard, showed the stuff real players
are made of. His steadiness will long be remembered.
But the team could not have been what it was
without the support of its other members. These were
Sherman. Brooks, Jamieson, Phelps and Capuck.
Their hard competition and timely relief were invaluable.
The team went through the season with a good
record and entered the s:,Jmi-finals against a red-hot
Kennedy team. It was a rough and tumble tilt. in
question until the final whistle. With only ten se::onds to go. and the s:;ore tied. Don McEwan sank his
only shot of the g::ime. to provide the winning basket.
In the final game against Assumption. after being
stymied by a tight zone defence. the Juniors broke
loose with a s::oring rash that resulted in the winning
of the City Championship. This made a fine ending
for one of the best junior teams that Mr. Dawson has
ever produced.
FRANK HODGES.
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virtually break the hearts of their opponents. At the
end of the game the Panthers had the poise of true
champions, while Stratford was a little discouraged
and disillusioned.
The victory of the junior basketball team over St.
Jeromes of Kitchener gave Patterson two WOSSA
basketball crowns. The game was typical of the
juniors' many victories this season. It started slowly.
and at times the juniors trailed by one or two points.
but a sudden surge swept them into the lead and
they rode to victory on the crest of baskets by Newton. McEwan, and Drebot. By half-time. there was
little doubt in the minds of the spectators as to who
the victors would be. In defeating St. Jeromes by the
score of 50-32. the juniors scored their most convincing triumph of the season.
Once again, Patterson's cage teams have proved
superior to any of those in Western Ontario. To the
team, the students extend heartiest congratulations;
but let us also remember ihat in Mr. Mencel and Mr.
Dawson they had the best coaching in the city. Much
of the credit is due to their fine work.
JACK BICKERTON.

HOCKEY

..

The record established by this year's team was
very commendable. considering the fact that most
of the players were relatively inexperienced. Undaunted by this. they practised diligently and with
Mr. McNeil's help were in very gcod condition for
the commencement of the schedule.
Thanks largely to Henry White's brilliant five-goal
effort, they won their first game against Sandwich.
However. our team lost the next two to Walkerville
and Vocational. The fourth game with Kennedy
proved to be a heart-breaker. for at the end of the
second period our boys were winning 3 to L only to
see Kennedy come back in the last period and win
by a score of 4 to 3. After the fifth game in which
they beat Sandwich 5 to 3. our boys lost their coach
Mr. McNeil, through resignation. and several
players because of injuries. Perhaps because this
misfortune occurred, our boys lost their next three
games, but managed to make the play-offs by winning their last two games from Assumption. In the
play-offs. though they fought hard against a very
good Vocational team. they lost 12 to 3 in a twogame total-point series.
As our boys seemed to improve as the season progressed and as most of them will be b::ick. we should
have a strong team for next year. PETE HEWSON.

EXCHANGE
Thoughout the year we have received many
magazines in return for copies of our "Patrician"
from various collegiates in Ontario. The articles
which they contain have proven to be most interesting a.s well as helpful. The list includes:
Ad Astra Annual
.
Samia Collegiate
Avalanche
Long Branch Continuation School
Acta Nostra
Guelph Collegiate
Oracle
Fort William Collegiate
Volt
Ingersoll Collegiate
Kaministigoyan
Fort William Vocational School
Echoes
Peterborough Collegiate
Tech Talk
Ottawa Technical School
Vox Lycei
Lisgar Collegiate
Lampadion
Delta Collegiate. Hamilton
Overtones
Barrie Collegiate
Times
Kingston Collegiate
Etobian
Etobicoke Collegiate
Vox Collegiensis
St. Catharines Collegiate
Grumbler
Kitchener Waterloo Collegiate
Vox Scholae
Fergus High School
JOAN BUIE.

WOSSA WOWS
Three WOSSA championships in a row! The only
teams in Western Ontario to boast a better record
than that were the Patterson teams of 1921-1925,
which won five in a row. The star of those teams
Edward Dawson.
A dazzling Patterson offence completely mystified a thoroughly-outplayed Stratford Collegiate five.
It would be impossible to single out any individu::il
player as responsible for the 64-49 victory. for this
was truly a team victory. Seldom has the team
"hustled" and displayd such fine spirit as it did
that Saturday night. From the opening whistle, the
fast-breaking tactics of the Panthers overwhelmed
the Furniture City boys. Baskets by Smith and Simpson gave Patterson the lead in the first few moments
of the game, but Stratford replied with tr.ree field
goals to seize the lead the only time during the night
in which they were ahead. By the end of the first
quarter. Patterson was ahe::id once more. and was
never threatened again. By half time, the score was
30-17.
The blistering speed of the game had an early
effect on the Stratford team. and mid-way in the
third quarter. many were so leg-weary they could
not st::ind. At this point Patterson forged ahead, and
at times had a lead of more than twenty points.
There were momentary flurries of baskets by the
Stratford five, but always a "dog" by Simpson or a
high-arching long shot by Willie Greenwood would
"THE
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FOR BETTER CANADIANS
During the war, the citizenship committee was
busily engaged in directing the Patterson war effort.
However, after the cessation of hostilities, this committee found itself with very few specific duties and
existed in name only. During the last year under the
able guidance of Mrs. Kitts, this committee was revived and given the task of promoting citizenship
among the pupils. Jack Bickerton was appointed
chairman and immediately started to choose his
staff. The members selected were required to have
certain argumentive abilities. for it was decided that
the meetings should take the form of debates. Topics
of current interest. like the policies of the major
political parties, were discussed with great interest.
It is hoped that in the future the students will give
this committee the support it deserves, for its benefits are immeasurable.
JACK MORGAN
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THE WINTER WOODS

WINTER WONDERLAND LAND
The snow had begun in the gloaming.
And busily, all the night,
Had bwn heaping field and highway
With a silence deep and white.
Every pine and fir and hemlock
Wore ermine too dear lot an earl,
And the poorest twig on the elm-treG
Was ridged inch-deep with pearl.
PEGGY JANE SHREVE.

The woods in the winter are very beautiful.
Everything is blanketed with snow. The trees, the
bushes, and the earth itself, all shimmer in their
sparkling gowns of snow.

In the cities, winter time is not a very pleasant
time. Sidewalks are slushy and roads are slippery.
making life hazardous. The snow becomes covered
with soot and dust from trains and factories. Combine
these facts, and what is the conclusion reached by
practically all city people? The answer, "Winter is
miserable."
But out in the country, in the woods, it is really
winter,- cold, wonderful. clear. People who live in
the country or in the woods during the winter, grow
to love it, for truly it is beautiful. There are days of
clear brilliance; nights of freezing grandeur; great
sillences, austere and searching. The sun, suddenly
breaking through grey clouds, causes everything its
feeble but cheerful rays touch, to glimmer and
sparkle like jewels.

TIM
1 think about my boy when ii is spring;
I think about the joy he used to bring
When he was only lour. How his face shoI'.~
As he picked dandelions on the lawn
And chased the butterflies; and romped with Rover
And cried when two o'clock meant play was over.
Yes, every spring 'tis Tim I think about,
How after school with pocketsbulging out
With aggies bright, he'd go out to play
With other boys, till dusk would end the day,
Then home he'd come and I'd warm up again
A supper for a scolded boy of ten.
And then each spring, as I se·-: kites on high·
I think of how my Timmie loved the sky.
How he, with Rover lying by his side,
Would watch their kite as it would dip and glide,
Dancing with the dainty Springtime breeze
Which tripped the light fantastic o'er the trees.
And I recall, as though 'twere yesterday,
That day in Spring when Timmie went away
And left his bright sport shirts and ties and all
His high school pennants pinned up on the wall,
And said with laughter, "Leave the bridge lamp on,
But don't wait up," and kissed me, and was gone.
This Spring I'll think of my sweet boy again
How he lies now with other fallen men
In foreign pastures, his eternal bed
Covered by a poppy-patchword spread.
Lord, keep the peace that others like my Tim,
May live and laugh and see the Spring again.
-BARBARA WILSON.

However, it is not always silent. During snowsqualls and blizzards, it is fierce and terrifying. It
snows so quickly and heavily that it is impossible to
see. The howling wind whips the snow-flakes, making deepsnow drifts. The branches of the trees sway
back and forth, creaking eerily. Smaller bushes
bend down to the ground, unable to stand up under
their heavy burden of snow.
Then the snow passes, leaving the woods silent
again. Little animals, that Mother Nature has so
well protected by giving them little white or grey fur
coats so that their enemies can't distinguish them
from the snow, come out of their caves and hollows
to see that everything is all right. Little rabbits
scurry about, playing in the snow; squirrels sit on
the branches of trees eating nuts that they had stored
away. Hungry deer, satisfied that there are no
hunters near, come forth from their hiding places and
tear the bark from the young trees to eat.
The sun comes out for awhile; then the brief
afternoon wanes and the sun once more falls back
behind the hills, splashing the woods with an abundance, not of colour. but the spirit of colour. There is
nothing but pure white, but one has the impression
of fairy-like blendings of rose and violet, radiating all
the forest-land. Then as the sun drops out of sight,
there is a fleeting moment of real colour and a redness lights up the snow,- then it is gone and night is
hanging over the woods, a cold, wonderful. starry
night.
Truly, the winter woods are beautiful.
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THE STORM
flaslies of lightning, roars of thunder,
A revelation of heaven's wonder;
Swift moving clouds; cruel-cutting winds;
Surging waves of the lashing sea;
Thus, God's fury in reality.
AUDREY ROSENFIELD.
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mask? Personality reigned supreme. Perhaps life
should be a continual masquerade.
At midnight all unmasked and became themselves again. However. they became themselves not
only in body buf in soul also; each individual had
taken on the spirit as well as the appearance of his
costume. The magic was gione. Not even the night
remained the same, having lost its mysterious air.
PETER BRODER.

DREAMS
Oh tell me, friendly traveller, in your trips around
the world
Did you see a glittering island in the sea?
Were its shores as sparkling diamonds and its grass
a dew-bathed green
And were its people happy there-:ind free?
And tell me, were the skies above this island always
blue?
Were the clouds· ii any, feather-soft and white?
Did the evenings gently roll in o'er the sea and
mountains high
And lay a starry roadway for the night?

MARIA'S NEW HOME
Maria sat dreamily gazing out of the window of
this strange new school to which she could become
accustomed.
She wore her thick brown hair pulled back and
caught up at each side of her serious, tanned face.
Her stockings were of heavy cotton, rather unpleasant looking, (ugly, she thought) but nevertheless warm, and her printed cotton dress was crisp
and clean. She was so completely different from the
other girls. Oh, yes, they had been kind to her, but
she had felt shy in these strange new surroundings.
Everything was so unlike Austria. People here were
always bright and happy and wore the strangest
clothing. and she liked them, but, still. . . . Maria
wished herself back in Austria. There, she always
knew what was the correct thing to do and say.
There, she did not feel so awkward, because she was
like the others. How desperately she wished she
could be like these carefree Canadians. Ah, well!
What was the use of dreaming? She could never be
like that pretty girl Barbara. who sat across from her.
On the way home. Maria stopped in for her music
lesson. She had learned to play the accordion in
Austria and was continuing her lessons here in
Canada. When she reached home, she found Barbara's mother there. How Maria wished her mother
could speak better English! But, amazingly enough.
the two women seemed to get along well together
despite her mother's broken English. Barbara's
mother soon learned of Maria's ability with the
accordion and invited her to play for the children
at the Valentine party she was planning which was
to be held at the school on Valentine's day. Maria
shyly agreed to play.
At last the big day arrived! At the party Maria
sat alone, watching, with misty eyes, the antics of
the other children. When the appointed time finally
came for Maria's number, she timidly and with visible nervousness walked to the front of the room and
started to play.
As she played she poured her whole soul into
the music. It seemed to be a great outlet for all the
miseries that had been pent up inside lonely little
Maria. She played inspiringly, with her eyes lowered. When she finished. even the children were
quieted, seeming to sense the misery and loneliness
Maria had been through. Then they broke out in a
tumultuous uproar. praising Maria and her wonderful music. Barbara came up. and. linking her arm
through Maria's, seated her next to her own chair.
Maria's eyes filled with appreciative tears as she
smiled at her new Canadian Friends. She realized
now that she would always cherish the memory of
her home country Austria, but she knew too that she
would love this new-found home. Canada.
BETTY SWAN.

Were there castles there, my friend, which had tall
and stately grown,
As the years of war and peace had by them swept?
And were there pools of lilies hidden in the forests

cool,

Where the secrets of the past were hid and kept?
You say you saw no island in your trips o'er plain
and hill,
In all the miles and miles of endless sea.
Oh my friend, I can't believe you with your dreamless, sombre mind,
for I know it's there, and waiting there, for me.
MARJORIE CLAZIE.

THE MASQUERADE
A

,l

Night settled its eerie mantle of darkness over
the city, casting mysterious, flickering shadows
which vanished suddenly as though with the moaning wind.
As the dark hours passed, a strange procession
of weird creatures began to parade the streets. Cats,
big as men, slipped stealthily from tree to tree. In
clashing armour, knights of ancient times rod by on
mighty chargers that breathed fire; ugly. old hags,
dressed in black. zoomed along on broomsticks. Goblins. monsters of all sorts, and several assorted devils.
all converged on a huge, dark, windowless buildinq.
where all entered but none emerged. This was the
masquerade!
Inside. sparkling lights illuminated the vivid costumes of every nation and every age. From long-dead
Caesar to Buck Rogers of the twenty-fifth century. all
were there, some even bringinq their twins, although
they didn't know it. Every colour imaginable combined to give the floor of the huge hall o rag-rug
appearance. The walls. hung with every fruit and
vegetable. for this was the celebration of a successful ho:rvest, and even the ceiling. where hundreds of
balloons were suspended. presented a myriad of
colours. Every newcomer experie )Ced a feeling of
unreality. He was unable to exclude this sea of
colours from his mind un Iii he had become a part
of it. and by so doing had released himself from the
uneasy feeling it had given him.
People rocked with laughter as they spied friends
in silly costumes. only to stand abashed a few moments later when they themselves were found out.
Here a man with a glib tongue and a good disguise
could find out just how true his friends really were.
Love bloomed here without the necessity of physical
charm, for who knew what lay beneath the clever
"THE PATRICIAN"'
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for Joe and his harem. Alex isn't taking a back seat
either as far as telephoning is concerned.
Ernie Zanour cries constantly on Christophe's
shoulder because M . Clarke won't give him a tumble.
Phil Bakst enJoys eating his lunch in the cafeteria
when he can sit beside his black haired doll.
Marilyn.
We hope Don Lever isn't spending the school's
money on Mary Lou after those class parties. Elsie,
not the Borden cow. but the pretty model from grade
10. is going steady- "too bad fellas". That was a
small golder, token that John gave Beverley (grade
lO artists).
One of the alumni is often seen at the twelve A
lockers. Is it to help Virginia with the class news?
Any Thursday of the week Joyce can be seen in the
lower corridor. Is it to buy a "High News", or to sec
the "Hands", who around old P.C.I. is famous for
starting his own big five? Bob has gone off to college
and left his Nadene in the care of his friend, a
lanky blonde male of upper school. Big risk! There
was one boy here long enough to graduate, who
went into the Mounties. forsaking the love of Carol
for five years. A pair of grads. George and Barbara.
the future Mr. Fraser and Miss Coughlin. were
caught dancing dreamy eyed at the Melody March.
Cocomazzi, who graduated lost year, is still going
steady with that cute blonde who left school this
year- this disease must be catching.
A certain member of grade ten was sporting a
diamond; seems that she and Walter are heading
the s::ime way as Anne and Rachar. Betty turns
"brown" with joy every time a certain grade 12 boy
strides into view. First on Shirley's hit parade is ''Oh
Johnny"-::ould it be love?
It has been rumoured that Claire is wearing her
heart on her sleeve for her classmate George. Junie
felt bad when the Kennedy Sr. boys lost that final
basketball game. Oh well, he had June for consolation. Helen K. had a group of admirers at basketball
practice every night and Suzie the captain had one
special fan, Norm who never missed a game. It was
said that at a basketball game there was a battle
over some lipstick- Bob D. won, Judy J. lost. Peggy
Lo Cuisine was wiih Arnold at several class parties,
and at several basketball g;xmes with a tall Tech
trotter- nice to have a choice.
Elizabeth K. obtained a very flattering picture of
Daddy Long-Legs token by the Star- interested in
Frankie? Humes and Tesolin. lone wolves incorporated, finally broke down and took girls to the
jazz concert. Thinking of dissolving the partnership?
A certain fellow received beaucoup d' invitations
to the K Hop. Marilyn was right in there pitching.
We saw Kay dealing out the dollar fifty to take her
Tony to this struggle. A quick end was put to
Willie's freedom the night of the K-Hop when he was
seen with a certain Miss H. This gala event broke
many hearts, but then the following week the Melody
March made amends, but that is Ancient History. We
just cannot keep up with P. J.• the boy most likely to
su::ceed, and the Joker of P.C.I. They say his waiting
list is a mile long. The latest entry in Joyce's little
black book is Dennis P.; former entries were S. Gow
and Alec B.
Gloria had a great time at Colchester lost summer.
Those American boys are lots of fun. (Writ by M.
Mills only) Mary Mills was seen at Reaume Park in
a big grey and black Packard. Watching the boals?
(Scribbled by Gloria Cross only) Well, the school is
clean and the dust is settled. that's all. kids
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Dirt. dirt, dirt. The halls were very dirty and here's
what we swept up. Our Head Boy. it is said, has
been "Sharon' his views with Kennedy, and our
Head Girl. overlooking the admiring glances of Dino,
has gone "North of the Border" for her latest. Many
of the lower school girls' hearts jump whenever the
football king bounces down the hall. but his heart
belongs to Jeanie. Willie and Mary. set a good example for the fickle-minded with their romance. The
halls ring forth with a piano solo of "Bumble Boogie."
Practising for Keith? Pat has been seen "Stephan"
out lately with 1he "M.C." and "C.0." of old P. C. I.

Sweeping up the corridors,
Looking o'er the fence,
Peeking through the key-hole,
We to the class rooms went.
Here's what we came up with
To whom it may make sense.
Grade 13 romances have certainly been causing
a riot. A certain Walkerville belle named Margaret
has translixed several of the fellows. Bob got out his
crystal ball and tried to untangle the romances of
''Popularity Pat." See anything? Guess who writes
constantly to Montana and not for the latest cattle
reports? We wonder what it is Peter did in Algebra
that caused such a sensation and a fair young lady's
face to redden. They say Benny L. injured his lip in
a hockey game-hmmm, "food for thought." The
bugle player, in the grade nine band, from grade
thirteen has been blowing his heart out over Shirley
G. For a while it was rumoured that the tall basket
ball player had picked a girl and with the same
handle too, but who knows? Just for a laugh ask
Fitz how he spent his Christmas Holidays. If you see
June on a pedestal, she isn't posing for crackers but
for Click Johnson. Zolly. the fifth form Romeo, has
been seen hitting the high spots with "Rose Murphy"
and the :blonde Mary B.
Flash!! Speedway is going steady with Ethel.
The art room has a stranqe attraction for Don P. Is
it the "art"' or the "artist"? Hall and Wortley Ltd.
wer3 seen many times at the girls' basketball practices; thinking of trying for the team boys?
Twelve A French class is never dull with Anne
always making eyes at "La Cuisine" and Joyce
smiling at "Guillaume", but congratulations to her
for picking out the first spring "Robin"- (Scott) C'est
extraordinaire, n'est-ce pas? The telephone company
deemed it necessary to set up a private switchboard
20
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Maternity Ward Blues

Mid Slummer's Nite Dream

The nurse beckoned to one of a g roup of expectant lathers
at tlce hospital and announced. "You have a fine son:·
lmmcdiatoly another man rushed up and complained. "What's
the idea? I was here before he was."

"Go away. you fool." cried the householder. awakened al
midnight. "You're trying to got into the wrong door."
"O yeah?" mumbled hrs neighbour. "Wbaddya mean. wrong
door? Howdya know you're not lookin' out the w r ong window?··

A husband is the kind of man
Who drives me lo a rage:
He can't recall my bi; 'hday
But always 11:nows mv age.

An Ode to Room 217
The walls are sombre.
The benches are bard.
It could be a prison
But the windows aren't barred.

,I)

•

A foreigner as/ced a Pole: "How are trade relations between
Poland and Russia?"
"Oh. most cordial." sa,d the Pole. "We arc sending t hem
our textiles. In return they are tali:inq our coal."

The clock ticks so slowly
And the hours crawl by.
A little lust former
ls ready to die.
The shock came so quickly
Thal he bung there with /ear:
Though his poor heart was breaking
He shed not a tear.

You11 Be Sorry
I thinlc that I shall r.ever soo
The dollar that I /oar.ed to thee.
A dollar that I could have spent
For varied forms of merriment.
The one I loaned you so gladly
The some which I now need so l;odly.
For whoso return I hod great hope,
Just llke an oplrmislic dope;
For dollars loaned to folks like thee.
A rc r.ot returned to fools l,ko me.
A n ,die rumour seldom is.

It was two minutes past nine,
When he crept into class.
The teacher said. "Stop there.
You need a late pass:·
The order was given.

His excuse wasn't heard:
It was down to the ol/1ce
Without uttenng a word.

He opened the
Peeked slowly
His knees were
Like those of o

Tich Tich
God's pion made a hopeful beginning.
Cut man spoiled his chances by sinning.

"That's a poor excuse boy,"
"Sign you r name here;
You have a detention
For the rest of the year."

There was a /a1th healer of Deal,
Who said. " A lthough pain is no/ real.
When I sit on a pin
And 11 punctures my skin.
I d1slilce what I fancy I lee/".

And so in this r oom
Where the windows aren't barred.
Our 1111/e llrst former
Is now working hard.

Which Do You Like?

MARTIN GOLDBERG

E:xams ore Just /Ike women
Which is exactly right.
They ask such foolish questions
And keep you up oil night.
PATRICIAN"

knocking

bride.

A voice lrom with.i n
Said. "What is it now?"
'Tm late, Mr. Haydon,
I was mi/11:ing a cow."

We trust that the story
Will end in God's glory,
But at the present the other side's winning.

.. THE

door a nd
Inside.

In closinq I"d lilce to bet you. that you couldn't write, in ligwcs.
the number eleven thousand. eleven hundred and eleven.
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FRENCH

LATIN

.. Troia Raiaona d'Etudicr Je Fran~ai,.''

Little Bopeep
Bopipa nescit quo sectetur
Oviculas latentes
Redibunt (non est cur vexetur)
Caudas referentes.

II y a, sons doute. pormi nos jeunes. etudionts,
quelqu~s-uns qui n'oiment pas etudier la longue
fran9aise et qui se demandent pourquoi il foul
l'etudier. Moi. j'aime beaucoup etudier cette langue.
J'y songe comme une Ires belle langue, si interessante et si musicale. Mais c'est seulement mon
opinion. et je ne sais pas si quelques-uns de vous
pensent comme moi.
Eh bien, je vous donnerai trois raisons d'etudier
le frarn;ais, et peut-etre vous vous accorderez avec
moi.
Vous vous souvenez que le Canada, il y a longtemps, etait franc;:ais, et puis Jes Anglais l'ont pris
a la France; mois ils ont permis aux Fron9ais de
parler leur langue, et mcme maintenant ii y a un
grand pourcentage de gens au Canada, surtout en
Quebec, qui parlent franc;:ais seulement. Peut-etre en
avenir, vous visiterez Quebec, et ne seriez-vous pas
desavantage si vous ne saviez pas parler fran9ais?
Aussi, je pense que chaque jeune personne intelligente devrait s'interesser a apprendre le franc;:ais
pour comprendre les Fran9ais et leurs coutumes. Un
etudion t intelligent devrait etudier cette langue pour
la seule raison de la savoir, de la comprendre et de
lo parler bien. Ca peut donner beaucoup de plaisir
et de satisfaction.
SABINA LATWINSXL

Tom. Tom the 'Piper'a Son
Thomas erat fur famosus (tibicinis filius);
Nocte abstulit poccellum, cursu dein petivit rus;
Trislis inde domun depsit, flens ac gemens misere/
Little Boy Blue
Heus/ infla cornu, Puer Caerule
Oves sunt in prolo, bos in segelc
Ubi latet ille custos ovium?
Invenies in feno somno sopilum.

Felis mea.
Spectatum
Felis mea,
"Sub solio

Pussy Cat
felis mea, ubi tu fuisti?
reginam petii Londinium/
felis mea, auid illic fecisti?
exterrui murem parvulum."

There Wa-;, An Old Woman
Anicula erat (mirabile scribo)
Quae lanlum vivebat de potu ac cibo;
Praeter haec Jere nil letigit umquam,
Sed tamen quiescere potuit numquom.

..Les Cafe, de Paris"

lei. au C::mada lorsque vous desirez un~ glace a
la creme ou un soda, vous entre~ dons une
pharmacie ou dons un ice cream parlor. A Paris, si
vous avez soil, si vous voulez boire et vous reposer,
vous entrez dons un cafe. Beaucoup de Canadiens
croient que les Frani;:ais vont surtout au cafe pour
y boire du vin ou pour passer les soirees loin de leur
famille. Rien n'est plus inexact. II est vrai que
certain cafes du Havre ou de Marseille sont remplis
de marins bruyants et buveurs, mais partout ailleurs
en France, le cafe est avant tout un lieu de reunion.
ou l'on cause d' aff.:iires de politique, de litterature,
avec des amis.
Les terrasses des cafes du Quartier Latin ont un
aspect Ires particulier . car elles son\ remplies
d'etudiants de toutes Jes Facultes qui parlent en
general beaucoup et toujours avec la franchise et la
gaite de leur jeunesse. Que de grands poetes, que de
grands ecrivains ont vu leurs premieres oeuvres
applaudies dons une salle de cafe par leurs amis
enthousiastes!
MARY BURBRIDGE.

Mory. Mary, Quite Contrary

Die petulans Maria, qui floret hortuJus?
"Campanulis argenleis
R'iOnidel et conchyliis,
Puellisque pulchellis passim pro floribus/"
Little Jack Horner
/ohonnulus Horner sedebat in angulo
Scriblitam vorans magno in guadio
Pruna extrahens pollice et inlerdum
Vociferans, "Eial quam bonus puer sum/"
"There Was An Old Woman Who Lived in a Sh.oe"
V etula in calceo quondam habitabat,
Pro/is multitudine fessa laborabat!
Primo pane carneque eos reticiebat.
Deinde casligatos bene cubitum agebal.

MARY BURBRIDGE.
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Scattered about the city in various positions are
Arline Groh at the A & P, Joanne Spargalo at
Imperial Optical. Marie Newby at Walsh Advertising, and Marian Arrand and Grace Providenti at the
Board of Education office. Others from the commercial class who have become career women overnight are Ruth Nichol and Muriel Wortley at Hiram
Walker's, Nancy Eberle at Tait Opticat Rhea Findlay at Canadian Auto Trim and Mary lrinyi at
Tepperman's.
Men in while must have some sort of attraction
for the girls in the commercial class, for Jean Ridley
and Mary Bihary are now receptionists for doctors.
At the Bell Telephone Company. joining several
graduates of former years. is Anna Belawetz.
That cute bank teller who cashes your cheque
may well be Patricia Scott, Margaret Shuttleworth
or Barbara Lang in the Royal Bank. or Edith Juhasz,
Emily Maurizio and Joyce Cayea in the Bank of
Montreal.
And what h::xppier way to conclude than with
the news that two of our graduates have taken the
biggest step of all! Rachar Mclelwain and Ann
Fraser have been married and all their friends of
last year's class send their most sincere wishes fo:r a
nappy marriage.
These graduates, like the thousands before them,
will surely carry the traditions of Patterson to newer
and greater heights.
JACK BICKERTON.

A YEAR LATER

,;

~

•

It remained for Voltaire to say, "the first step. my
son, which one makes in the world, is the one on
which depends the rest of our days." It remains for
a graduate to prove it.
How well they realize this, is shown by the
choices of those who left Patterson in June 1948, for
they have chosen wisely. Some feel the need for
higher education and continue their studies at
college or university. This year on the campus of
the University of Western Ontario are such Patterson
notables as Margaret Robertson, Mildred Krassov,
Harry Wade. Bob Dowdell. Walter Karpenko and
Joseph Langer. Lawrence Le Capelain has entered
the ministry and is attending Huron College. Others
have spread to such distant places as McGill in
Montreal. where we find Bob Burke and Louis Milbwn; to Valparaiso in Indiana and Montana State
University at Missoula. where Clarence Popkey and
Eleanor Beacom continue their studies. Far away
but still in the province. at least, are Milton Awerbuck at Carlton College. Ottawa. Leonard Raizin at
the University of Toronto and Marion Hardy at Alma
College in St. Thomas.
Each year many of our graduates attend Assumption College and last year was not an exception; the
list includes Alvin Hemrend. Louis Itini::mt, Harry
Kaloogian, Sydney Sharpe, Jim Storey, Albert
Paddon, John Drebot, Gordon Stein.
Several of our graduates are among the thousands of Windsorites who commute to Detroit each
day. At the University of Detroit are Victor Depa and
June Nattolin. Wayne lays claim to Richard
Williams, Rae-Ann Jacknow, Irwin Katzman and
Ann Kaufman, while Maurice Zahara now attends
Highland Park Junior College. Others working in
Detroit are Romeo Marcuz in the First National Bank,
and Pat McGinty and Walter Ken employed by J. L.
Hudson's.
Enrolled at Normal School and soon to have
headaches rather than be one, are such Patterson
luminaries as George Gall, Barbara Harvie. Joan
Jackson and John Loucks. After considerable search
it was found that Evelyn McNab is working in
London and plans to enter the university there next
fall. John Atkin reports that he has recovered from a
recent illness and hopes to resume studies next fall.
Among the twelvo thousand Ford workers are Don
Fowler, Roland Henderson. Bill Artingstall. Glen
Norry and Mary Ward; the last three work in the
office. Betty Nobes (in Toronto) and Betty Johnson
(at the Metropolitan Hospital) have embarked upon
careers in nursingr. while Annette Gordner and Molly
Pilerce are awaiting acceptance papers for the same
profession.
Lena Antonello has progressed from chemistry
at Patterson to the role of a student lab-technician at
Gelatin Products. Ann Belawetz is doing the same at
Holy Names College. Other representatives at Holy
Names include Eileen McDougall and Eva Rybinsky.
Jeanette Weiner took time out from the special
commercial class at W. D. Lowe to win the senior
girls' public speaking contest this year. Her Patterson
companions cheering her on, were Mildred Gordner.
Patricia Marchini. Gloria Tyrrell, Connie Elisha and
Shirley House. Jim Atkin now attends Windsor Business College and Dorothy Milburn is at O'Neil's.
"THE PATRICIAN""

LOVE OF LIFE
A life is but a page of time,
A grain of sand in memory's pathA bused and worthless while it lives,
So precious in its aftermath.
Man dreams of Heaven, while he lives;
He hopes and strives, and prays, that when
His foot no more on earth is placed,
A wondrous land may welcome him.
How foolish• vain, and yet- how true!
He sees the earth with hateful eye.
The beauty, peace and joy that's here
Has vanished with his mournful sigh.
The grain of sand is ours alone,
It grows beneath our guiding hand.
Its shape and form can never dieOr still can crumble, at our command.
So life can be a shining light,
That passing years may never dimWhen man finds love, his God, and seesThe Heaven here on earth for him.
ROBERT MclELWAIN.
A motorcycle cop stopped a car and pulled oul his summous
book.
"/ clocked you at 45 mister", he said.
The lady in the back cackled gleefully.
"Just gjve him a ticket, oilicer. Serve• him right. I' ve told
him for years he's a reckless. dangerous driver/""
"Your wile?" queried the cop, and when the driver noddPd
qlumly, he snapped the summons book shul and added, "Driv.•
on. bro1her:·
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WELL CHOSEN WORDS

TO BE OR NOT TO BE- HEAD BOY

"Have faith in your opinions which you have
formed after careful consideration." · So said Dr.
Malcolm Wallace when the students gathered to
hear this graduate of Patterson speak.
Dr. Wallace graduated from Patterson nearly
sixty years ago. He then studied at the University of
Toronto, where he later became a professor and
head of the English department at University College.
Crowning his distinguished career of educational
service, Doctor Wallace served as principal of University College, for twenty years, until retirement.
University Collegtris the largest College making up
the University of Toronto.
Dr. Wallace described to the students, Patterson
Cl!S it was r.,earJy sixty years ago, the only high school
in Windsor, with four rooms and four teachers. Secondary education in Windsor has grown greatly
since, and Doctor Wallace would like to believe that
with the increase in quantity, has come an increase
in the quality of the educatbn that the high school
students obtain. He is afraid, however that this is
not the case, for school life is more complex than it
was when Doctor Wallace was a teen-ager. Beckoning a student when he enters school are many kinds
of extra-curricula activities which take valuable
time away from his school subjects.
The aim of all teachers is to instil in their pupils
the importance of s:holarship, and it is towards this
goal that the teachers are continually working.
Education does not mean Algebra, Latin, or
Botany, but the development of the capacities which
are in the student when he enters high school. This
development during his journey through school is
the measure of the student's success. To a great extent the mould of one's personality is formed during
the schooling period.
One of the most important things to do while attending schcol is to cultivate self-respect and faith
in one's self, for with these tools any problems met
along life's way can be easily surmounted.
The importance of friendships made at college
and high school is inestimable. Looking back over
school days and school mates, one's teachers and
the good and bad times shared with them stand
out more clearly than the grades made.
In closing, Doctor Wallace said that we are residing in the best country in the world, where there
is no doubt of food, shelter, and clothing. Doctor
Wallace wished us all the best for our future.
SHIRLEY GREEN.

The return to school was highlighted by the:
forthcoming elections. Since the offices of head boy
and head girl are of supreme importances to the success of school government. the upper school students,
being the cnly ones eligible for these positions, became the centre of interest of one and all, even the
grade niners.
After much deliberation and uncerlainty. the
"iron curtain" was lifted, and Barbara Gordon and
Carol Horsburg vied for the positbn of head girl.
while Ken Stewart and Bill Van Wyck sought that
of head boy.
The halls then became a mass of posters which
proclaimed the merits of each of the candidates and
urged the student body to "Vote Carol she's tops_"
"Win with Van Wyck," "Vote Bahs' and "Vote for
our boy Ken."
However, the big event of the campaigns proved
to be the election assembly. The respective programs, which as usual. exceeded the allotted time,
served to unearth some of the talent among the new
arrivals at Patterson, and brought forth such promising youths as Nancy Petchersby, and Fred Sorrel.
The "Seven Flats and One Sharp", "Baby Simp.s on
and Mama Barnosky," "Stewart's Funeral,' and
"Baby Rolle!.'' were a few of the many attractions of
the election assembly.
The decision was left to the students, and after a
very close race, particularly between the girls.
Barbara Gordon and Ken Stewart be:ame our chief
representatives for 1948-1949, and carried with them
our high hopes that they would merit the trust which
we had placed in them.
Their offices are the foundation of the whole
school government from which we gain experience
for the future. The democratic system of school government which they head, helps us to understand
and participate in the government of our country
after we leave "The Hallowed Halls of Learning."
The lessons which we learn here prepare us for
future election activities. whether we choose to
nominate, to campaign for, or simply to vote for the
candidates. These s:hool elections will make us responsible and capable voters when our turn comes
to uphold the freedoms which we have gained.
JOYCE SHELLEY.
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They're neck-to-neck. they're nose-to-nose, they're
coming into the homestretch, and the winner isSay Bud, is this a speaking contest or a horse race?
An appropriate and justified question, young man,
but how else is a gal going to get you to read these
articles?
Actually, a speaking contest and a horse race are
similar in many respects. In both instances, many
entries report at the starting gate and only a few
qualify as winners at the finishing line. However,
these entries must previously have proven themselves better than average and thoroughbreds before
they will be given the privilege of competing. This
year there was evidence even before the actual competition began, that all competitors would strive to
attain honours with zeal and enthusiasm.
There was the same tense and nervous atmosphere among the competitors in the Patterson auditorium as would be felt at the starting gate at
Churchill Downs. Attentive eyes turned towards the
stage as the chairman announced the beginning of
the competition. And so, the race began, a race for
the honour of placing first in their respective divisions. The competition was close throughout. making
the choice of the winner difficult.
The photo-finish results of 1949 found . Jack
Morgan, Senior Boys' Division, Elizabeth Hall,
Senior Girls' Division, Bob Baxter. Junior Boys' Divi·
sion, and Pearl Wozgar, Junior Girls' Division, winning by a nose- or should I say noses?

II

"To save mankind- themselves they scorned to
save." In honour of those to whom these words were
humbly dedicated, the present students and teachers
of Patterson Collegiate gathered to pay tribute to
former students and all others like them who fell in
the service of their country.
There was no sound through the auditorium as a
passage from Ecclesiastes was read by Frank
Hodges. Across the minds of a!L flickered the faces
of loved ones and friends who will never walk along
life's long corridor again. But, undoubtedly, their
desires and dreams have found fulfillment in a more
glorious life than that in which we mortals dwell.

f
'J

KAY MacVICAR.

CHRISTMAS BOX

Following this, Mr. Haydon introduced the Rev.
A. J. Smale, of Westminster United Church, who rose
to address the assembled students. Rev. Smale
emphasized the need of all the people of the world
to live in harmony without racial or religious dis·
crimination against one another. His theme was that
each young C::madian boy and girl has a debt to
fulfil!. a torch to carry, passed on by those who lie
beneath the shadow of a cross in foreign lands. These
young men and women died, that their ideal might
live. Surely if demo:::racy is considered important
enough for human lives to be lost for it, we, the
young people of Canada, should be able to do our
part in securing its position in our world of to-day.

Although students and teachers alike were anxious to begin their Christmas holidays, all their expectations were forgotten as they gathered for the
annual Christmas assembly.
The programme began with everyone singing
ca.r ols, under the direction of Mr. Stone. Following
this, entertainment was provided by the school's
many talented students, with Joe Barnocky acting as
master of ceremonies. A talented amateur magician,
Bob McEldowney, both amused and confused the
audience with his mysterious antics, and a hilarious
skit, based on the poem "The Night Before Christmas", ably performed by Pete. Jacobs and Burdette
Bozman. helped to keep the audience in stitches.
Hardly had the applause died away when Saint
Nicholas came bouncing down the aisle, distributing goodies to the children (we noticed it was mostly
to the girls, Joe!) on his way to the stage, where,
after resting a bit following his long trip, he began
to distribute the presents he had brought. Perhaps
the most interesting thing to come out of the big
white bag was the pair of short pants for Mr. Pentland, more commonly referred to as Long John.
Taking advantage of the fact that it was Bob MacDonald's birthday, Santa brought along an extra
large gift for him. However. it was of very little
practical use, for what good is a girl to a fellow!
When Old Saint Nick was forced to be on his
way. the assembly came to a close with the singing
of additional carols. There was a certain sadness as
the pupils filed out, especially among the fifth
formers when they realized that most of them would
never attend another Christmas assembly. But sadness does not linger with youth and soon all thoughts
turned again to the coming holidays.
PETE BRODER.

Then the guard of honour, their footsteps echoing
in the empty corridor as though the shadow of those
who will never mingle with mortals ag.:xin, marched
with them, moved slightly forward. Paul Stefan,
commander of the cadet corps, then placed a wreath,
a symbol of thi:i students' respect and regard for the
memory of former students. The poignant, vibrant
tones of the "Last Post" sounded clearly, and lingered
while the heads of all humbly bowed to these words
quoted by Rev. Smale:
"They shall grow not old, as we that are left

I

grow old;
Age shall not weary them, nor the years
condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the
morning
We will remember them."
KAY MacVICAR.
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Romeo Marcuz. Nancy Petch~rsky, Lee Smith, Annie
Nemec and Marilyn Price.
Volleyball in the girls' gym. basketball in tho
boys' gym, ping-pong in the lower corridor and
swimming (guess where?) followed. Cokes provided
refreshment in the upper corridor. Around nine
o'clock the Sadie Hawkins' dance began. For the
first half of the dance, the girls were to ask the boys
and the second half was vice versa. Tickets for the
Backfield Bounce were given out for spot dances.
The lucky winners were Elsie Rebkowec, Naomi
Plonka, Ben Lenartowicz and John Maisonneuve.
PAULINE WENDT.

BACKFIELD BOUNCE
An almost capacity crowd turned out for Patterson's Annual Backfield Bounce, to honour an almost
champion football team. Under a canopy of maroon
and white streamers, the dancers witnessed the
crowning of the football king and queen and joined
in the grand march in their honour.
The merry monarch, a favourite team member,
was Frank Hodges. and his queen was Jeanne
Clarke, the popular choice of the entire school. By
honouring this couple, the student body was also
saying "thanks" to all the members of the football
and soccer teams. for their fine record of wins and
excellent sportsmanship, displayed throughout the
season.
In the true football spirit, the dance went on to
honour all Windsor schools, by displaying All-City
sweaters around the balcony. Action silhouettes,
goal posts, and footballs completed the decoration
scheme. The music from the band-stand kept the
floor crowded with happy couples and the cokestand did a thriving business throughout the evening.
Among the players and their partners who attended the gala affair were: Frank Hodges and
Jeanne Clarke; Ken Stewart and Pat Sharron; Willie
Casanova and Mary Angele; George Fitzgerald. and
Lena Antonello; Paul Stefan and Pat McGinty; Bob
MacDonald and Joyce Shelley; Don Parsons and
Marjorie Clazie; Dino Tesolin and Pat Dodge; Ben
Lenartowitz and Pauline Wendt; Bob Simpson and
Joyce Cayea; Joe Barnocky and Fay MacDonald.
This year's Backfield Bounce was a greater success than in previous years, but Patterson students
and their friends could make it even more successful.
if only a small percentage of the crowd who watches
a game, would turn out for the dance. Let's see an
even bigger crowd out for the Backfield Bounce of
'49.
JUNE MacVICAR.

ALLEZ
"March, march on down the field . . . . ." To
the rhythmical. melodious strains of the "School
March" followed by the true, p=itriotic chords of "O
Canoda", :he Patterson Commencement began.
Commencement- the beginning. Although to many
this word means the end of high school. it also typifies the beginning of a new world: a world of commerce and industry; a world of careers and education.
It was on Tuesday. December 21. 1948, that the
Commencement which carried so much hope and
promise for the future, was held in the auditorium of
Patterson Collegiate. An audience of friends and
relatives filled the room to capacity.
Bishop C. L. Nelligan delivered an inspiring address to 1he graduating class. In his address, he
made it clear that we, being Canadians, owed it to
our country to strive to promote its prosperity. He
also made the comment that we, the stuents, should
express our sincere thanks and deep appreciation to
our parents who have sacrificed so greatly in order
that we might receive the education of which so
many of lhem were deprived. The Bishop's addres3
was followed by Mr. Marshall's presentation of
diplomas and certificates. At this time groups of
proud and deserving students were awarded scholarships, medals and pins.
Those who received scholarships and medals are
as follows: Robert Dowdell, Walter Karpenko, Louis
Milburn, Patricia Dodge, June MacVicar, Pauline
Wendt, Mildred Krassov, John Bickerton, Carol Horsburgh, John Morgan and Annie Nemec.
Among other things, a most invigorating Valedictory address was given by Robert Dowdell. The
Valedictorion expressed his frank appreciation for
all that the teachers of Patterson Collegiate had done
for him and for his fellow graduates.
At inter vals, the Commencement exercises ,.,f.
fered entertainment which delighted the audic..1ce
immensely. This entertainment consisted of musical
renditions by vocalists Annie Nemec, Fred Sorrell
and Mary Ward, and an accordian solo by a talented
young musician. Romeo Marcuz. The entertainers
were accompanied at the piano by our own Carol
Horsburgh.
Finally, the finishing touch to a never-to-beforgotten evening was added when the dimly-lit,
Christmas-decorated gymnasium was transformed
by the pupils into a "Make-Believe Ballroom". Here
the students and the graduates danced away the
remaining portion of the evening. All too soon the
Commencement came to a close. leaving for the
graduating class, eternal and nostalgic memories.
MARILYN PRICE.

SADIE HAWKINS DANCE
Way back last November, when we were just
getting settled for a long winter of hard work, Zoltan
Soltes and his energetic athletic committee decided
it was time to make some money for good old P.C.I.
They based their plans on Al Capp's "Sadie Hawkins'
Day" and the idea that students have more fun in
old clothes. Then they went to work. For the first time
outsiders were admitted to a Patterson athletic night,
and the posters drawn for the occasion certainly attracted a flock of them- all in the required garb of
"blue jeans" and accessories.
Movies were originally planned to be shown in
the auditorium at seven o'clock. This was the only
plan of the committee which was thwarted. Due to
the use of the auditorium for T.B. X-rays, the movies
were cancelled. Along with the bad news came the
good- the price was cut from twenty-five to fifteen
cents. A variety show, with Martin Goldberg as
Master of Ceremonies, starred Sigmund Tudryn,
26
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HELPING HANDS
Do you wonder what the Red Cross in P. C. I.
achieves? I shall try to clarify this question for you
in case you do.
First of all. the girls of Grade Twelve sponsor
this organization each year. Their greatest task is to
raise money to feed and clothe two European children whom they have adopted. Together with this.
there is a donation made by the students directly to
Red Cross Headquarters. These commitments require
approximately $150.00 each year.
This year we have used several new methods to
obtain the necessary funds. At the beginning of the
fall term, an appeal was made to every student to
contribute money to the Red Cross. This, however.
was no! as successful as we had hoped. as we did
not obtain the full co-operation of all the students.
One of our most successful ventures was to institute
the selling of cokes during the basketball games and
at the dances held after them. At one of the dances
sponsored by the girls, the gymnasium was ' 'literally
packed." We have also continued the customary
candy sales and coat check-rooms.
However, we are not completely concerned with
money-making activities. This year. we knitted
socks and gloves fo1 needy European children. We
also hem-stitched sheets and pillow-cases sent to us
by the Red Cross Society. Some of us undertook to
make a scrap-book in return for the one which we
received from a high-school in Athens, Greece.
The Red Cross girls would like to thank the students for their co-operation. The girls have enjoyed
their work and hope that next year's group will
obtain just as much satisfaction. RUTH KAUFMAN.

• • •

THE HI-Y CLUB
"To create, maintain and extend throughout the
school and community high standards of Christion
Character"
Hi-Y Creed.
The Hi-Y is an organization functioning in secondary schools across Canada and the United
States. The first Hi-Y club in Windsor was started
by a group of middle and upper school Patterson
students. At their first meeting last October, Fronk
Hodges was voted president. Robert Mcielwain,
treasurer. and Zolton Soltes. secretary. It hos Mr.
Fraser as its staff advisor, Mr. Bordsley as mentor,
and Mr. Crawford as its Y.M.C.A. representative.
The meetings are held every second Wednesday
at the Y.M.C.A. and any middle or upper school
student is welcomed. During their meetings the
members discuss such perplexing problems as Why
I Believe there is a God. and My future work.
To adhere to their creed, the Hi-Y members have
undertaken several projects. Firstly. they assisted
the Optimist Club of Windsor at a Hallowe'en party
for boys and girls. held at the Y.M.C.A. last November. Then they presented to the school a scholar-·
ship of fifty dollars which will enable a deserving
grade 12 student to further his or her education.
'!"hey also will assist the Social Committee at the
Melody March, by selling cokes and by providing
checking service.
However. their main object is to further the
principles of Hi-Yin other schools of Windsor and to
prepare themselves for a better and happier
Christion life.
ZOLTAN SOLTES.

INTERSCHOOL CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
The Patterson Christian Fellowship meets every
Wednesday at noon in the music room. Our purpose
is to impress upon the students the importance of
Christ and His wav of life. We believe that the
principles set down- by the "Prince of Peace" are a
guiding light to all. and should play an important
part in the motivation of a student's life not only at
school. but in his home. church. and neighborhood.
Our meetings at noon. counselled by Miss Davis,
a teacher at Dougall Ave. school. consist of prayer.
hymns, Bible study. and discussion. During the year
we have also a varied social program. Our officers
John Smith. Ron Jacob, Walt Chudy and Gord
Simpson-are only too glad to welcome you to our
meetings.
JOHN SMITH.

THE BADMINTON CLUB

II

t

The source of the swishes and the oft-following
groans which issue forth from the gymnasium on
Friday afternoons and Saturday mornings. is a mystery to many students. Much as it sounds like it. Mr.
Cameron is not trying out one of his mediaeval tortures as he often threatens to do; it is only the
"illustrious?" members of the senior badminton club
: hosing the poor little, birdie around and batting it
furiously back and forth.
This year at the first meeting of the club it was
decided that Bob Macintosh should supervise the
sets and Joyce Shelley should handle the treasury.
Shirley Greem, Wilfred Fryday. Ian MacPhoil and
Bob Harrison were put in charge of equipment.
After our annual school tournament we intend
to sponsor an inter-school. city-wide competition, the
winners of which would then enter the Wossa tournament.
Before the year is over we hope· to make 19481949 an eventful year for the Badminton Club of
P.C.I.
JOYCE SHELLEY.

Eenie, Meenle, Minee, Moh
Some girb may be gay In o little coupo
In a taxi they may be jolly.
Bur the girl worth while
Is the girl who con smile, when
Yo u'r e to klng her homo on the trolley.

House Hints

Two students in o chem. lob:
"'Soy, whot's the odour?"'
'"F1esh oir somebody opened a window.'"

A pipo cleaner bent into the sha pe ol on O makes o very
good tooth p,ck. Simply straighten it o ut and use.
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IMPERIAL
SHOES

..

Scott McHale Shoes for Men

You Always Do Better At

~~
]?BJJRUO STORES

•

-.: ·

1.. I M I TEC

roa

421 Ouellette
WINDSOR , ONT.

TOILETRIES

............................................................

COSMETICS
DRUGS

Don't Forget

•

Rand's Royal Flower Shop

Pond's, Wlnd3or's Favorito Drug Stores. aro always ready
to serve You - You'll find a Pond's Drug Store in your
nelghborhoodl

(When You Want a Corsage You'll)

GET THE BEST!

. 4-2505

Ouellette Avo. at London St.

.. ...... ....... 4-2507

Ouellette Ave. at Wyandotte St.

51 5 Ouellette

Phone 3-3433

4-1334

Wyandotto11 St. E. at Hall Avo.
Ouellette Ave. at Shepherd St.

PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE

Ouellette Ave. at Giles Blvd. ...

... .... .....

4·2272

. ......................... 3-1023

.. ..... .... ....... ... .. ..... .. .. ......... ....... .. .......... ............................................................
Compliments of

Dedicated to Serving

CHANDLER
ICE & COAL

"YOUNG CANADA"

Highest Grade Fuels
COAL -

COKE -

BRIQUETTES -

ICE

1402 CRAWFORD A V£.

PHONE 3,2501

.... . ......... . ................ •ie •• • •• ••• ••• •••••••••••••••••

C. J. VEZINA
(STUDEBAKER JEWELLERS)
W atches - Diamonds
Costume Jewelry

BOYSTOWN-GIRLSTOWN

YOUTH CENTRE

~

•

31 LONDON ST. W .. WINDSOR

Ottawa at Pierre

PHONE 4-5944

........ ... .. ......... ...... .................. ... ............... ..... ................. ........ .................... ..... .. ... ...
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FORTY-NINE IN FORTY-NINE
Last September fate and Mr. Marshall cast nine
sweet innocent maidens into a class with forty
ferocious fanatics, otherwise known as the boys of
Grade 13. But the little ladies didn't seem to have too
many regrets and it has turned out that in 1948-49
the class has "had itself a ball". Our slogan might
be, "Eat, drink, and be merry for tomorrow you may
graduate."
When election time rolled around Jack Bickerton
and Pat Dodge came out on top as President and
Vice-President. They've proven themselves an asset
to us and have been most faithful to the interests of
our class.
In October the Grade 13 kiddies got together for
a party at the Dougall Avenue School Gym. Present
to chaperone the affair were Mr. and Mrs. Bass. A
great time was had by the thirty-five who attended.
There were more happy moments at the class party
Frank Hodges held in January.
Relieving the class room monotony, oar jokers
provide the occasional laugh with the capers they
cut. The cute little things they do are so comicallike sending everyone out of Miss Adams' room with
an acute ca.se of jitters, or twisting Carol Horsburgh's
hair between prongs of a compass, or tossing hand·
fuls of snow down Mary Burbridge's neck. Members
of this noble society of nonsense-lovers might be
Frank Hodges, Dino Tesolin, Ron Dunkley, Jerry
Sokolovsky a nd Ken Stewart. Perhaps Frank would
be president by a unanimous vote.
Gracing our school teams are Barbara Gordon,
Frank Hodges, Ken Stewart, Ben Lenartowicz, Bob
Macdonald, George Fitzgerald, Bill Smith, Wilfred
Fryday, P:iul Stefan and Dino Tesolin.
The question stiU looms- are we going to graduate?
MARY BURBRIDGE.

{

OUR TOWN
Capacity crowds filled the auditorium to see the
evening performances of Thornton Wilder's tragedy.
"Our Town", presented by the dramatic club on May
20 and 21. 1948. Jeanette Weiner, Frank Duckwor th,
Norton Mansfield. Eleanor Beacom, Betty Lancha
and Bill Rymal were a few members of this club
whose brilliant interpretations made this play such
an outstanding success. The play itself was unusual
in thal it was enacted upon a bare stage. This unconventional lack of background aided by special
lighting, greatly stimulated the imagination of the
audience. We wish to thank Mr. Laing. Mr. Woodley
and Miss Farrell of the Windsor Theatre Guild who
gave their kind assistance and Miss C::iughlin as
director and Mr. Hallam in charge of lighting, who
devoted so many hours to this fine production.
JOAN BUIE.

"THE PLAY'S THE THING"
The play chosen by the Dramatic Club this year
was Jean Webster's "Daddy Long-Legs". This play
has been a favourite with theatre goers for years,
and has been made inlo a movie. "Daddy Long-Legs"
was presented by the Patterson Dramatic Club on
April 7th and 8th and adjudicated by members of the
Windsor Civic Players.
The cast included Frank Hodges, Elizabeth Hall,
Annie Nemec, Zoltan Soltes, Lulu Campbell, Don
Lever, Virginia Webster, Connie Gordner, Janice
Haddad, Natalie Kasurak, Effie Nicholas, Bob Simpson, Albert Deep, Florence Sheinfeld, Barbara Patterson, Mollie McConnell, Joe Barnocky and Ernest
Chorny.
Mr. Hallam assisted by Don Lever, Bill Lloyd.
Albert Blight and Beverley C:irson, did an excellent
job on the lighting. while Gloria Cross. Anne Strump,
Larry Cinat and Ray W ilson assisted with the properties.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank
Miss Coughlin. Miss Long, and Mr. Hallam, who
have spent many hours after school coaching the
cast and production staff. Their efforts have certainly been appreciated.
This is only the third year since the war that the
Dramatic Club has been organized, and already it
has a re:ord of which it can be proud.
In view of the benefits derived by the students
who particip:ite in dramatics, it is to be hoped that
the Dramatic Club will continue to flourish, gaining
more and more support from the students of
Patterson.
ELIZABETH HALL.
.. T H IE PA T R IC I A N "

VARIETIES OF '49
The students of Grade Thirteen, attempting to
enliven the weekly assembly programmes, planned
a different type of assembly. Paul Stefan acted as
the genial master of ceremonies. From the opening
chorus "Playmates", to the final number, "So Long,
Playmates", it was successful and entertaining.
The seriousness of the balcony scene from
Romeo and Juliet was relieved after Romeo softly
whispered, "But does your mother know you're out?"'
and the spotlight was changed to the other side of
the stage, where Elii:abeth "Rose Murphy" Hall took
up Romeo's lines singing "Cecelia."
This was followed by a skit in which Frank
Hodges acled the part of Barnacle Bill, and Barbara
Gordon that of the fair young maiden. Then the five
cow-girls with a violin, a m::mdolin and guitars sang
in true "hill-billy" style, "You Call Everybody
Darling", after which the four "be-hoppers" sang
"Te:i for Two". The highlight of the programme was
the chorus line, having Bill Rymal as the le:ider. For
their encore they danced to the strains of 1he
Hawaiian War Chant, Zoltan Soltes and Bill Rymal
taking the solo parts. When the final curtain came
down the appla use showed that the students were
satisfied with the performarice.
PAT DODGE.
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DOWN THROUGH

THE ACES
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It hos become o tradition that "every

girl should have her own hope

chest", to accumulate and safely

store her treasured belongings.

0
Priced $45 up

Baum c. B,u,.~
CHATHAM and FERllY

.............................................................................. ~-............................................
~.~.J\nbcrsou & ~ons, Jlit~,

COMPLIMENTS
OF

C. Kilpatrick Mfg. Co. Ltd.
AMBULANCE AND FUNERAL
SERVICE

Manufacturers of

COSTUME JEWELLERY
SCHOOL PINS AND RINGS

861 OUELLETTE AVENUE
WINDSOR

Jewellery Made to Order

4-3223

308 GOYEAU ST.• WINDSOR

............................................................................................................................
COMPLIMF.NTS OF

AMBASSADOR MOTORS LTD.
•

Distributors of Dodge and De Soto Motor Cars

•

Dodge Trucks

o

722 WYANDOTTE STREET EAST

WINDSOR. ONTARIO
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PUBLIC SPEAKING WINNERS

r

Jack Morgan, Elizabeth Hall. Bob Baxter, Pearl Wozgar.

CADET RIFLE TEAM
Instructor: Lt. C. B. Hallam
Third Row: Ernie Archambault, John Finn, Bob Vicary.
Jim Skinner. Mr. C. B. Hallam (instructor).
Second Row: Don Crapper, Don Lever, Ed Roy, Jack
Morgan.

First Row: Gerald Parent. Paul Seidlitz, Ernest Chorny.
Bill Lloyd. Gary Peterson.
Absent: Art McGuire.

OFFICERS AND N.c.o:s
Instructor: Major A. F. Newman
Fourth Row: Ron Hunt. Jim Lambros, Tom Allen, Bev
Carson. Douq Pedley. Doran McTa99art.
Third Row: Ed Roy. Joe Filbey, Wayne Hind, Dan Fabok.
John Finn. John Zangari.
Second Row: Allen Keele, Bill lmre, Irving Groh. Marvin
Ordower. Jack McConnell. Richard McGinty, Don Henry,
Bob Marshall.
First Row: Robt McIntosh. Frank Hallett, Paul Stefan
(0. C.). Wilfred Fryday (2 i.e.). Cliff Surgenl, Art McGuire.
Abs,nt: Jim Bryant, Joe Barnocky, Don Todd, Ernie
Archambault, Harold W11ll, Bob Middleton, Ron Pearce.
Albert Rogojon, Ken Fitzgerald, Ron Fordham.

PATTERSON C. I. BAND
Back: J. G. Slone (instructor). Frank Hallett.
Third Row: Barbara Patterson. Jc.ho Barbaruk, Sam
Brooks, Raymond Woods, Maurice Chaychuk, Doran McTaggart, Kon Liddle. Bob Hytlenrauch, Rocco Ciccone.
Second Bow: Kathleen Gammon, Donna Skill. Frances
Dziadura, Natasha Slewar. Herby Toldy, Eleonor Vincent.
fiomi11 Prauer. lh11d111te Bogm11n, Shirley Dresch, Bob
Collison. Harold Fox, Jack Westlake.
First Bow: Carl Cohen, Herbert Brudner, Geraldino Noble,
Evelyn Jackson, Peter PetroU. Keith Buckley, Fay Anne
Seigel. Helen Challens. Fred Sorrell, Douglas DeYoung,
J\lbert Deys.
A~sent: Barry Dales, Ronald Hesman, Donald Hill, Betty
S'.,ulmaski. Donald Milburne, Bay Collins, Jan· .e Mclean,
Douglas Pedley .
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MEDALS
TROPHIES

jfuneral f!,ome

PENNANTS
CLASS PINS
PRIZE CUPS

961 OUELLETTE AVE.

PRIZE RIBBONS

Phone 4-5747

RIBBON STREAMERS

GORDON P. THOMPSON. M gr.

CELLULOID BUTTONS

GORDON P. THOM PSON. Jr.

CRESTED SWEATERS
SCHOOL INSIGNIA JEWELRY
FELT EMBROIDERED & CHENILLE CRESTS

COMPLIMENTS
~
OF

TROPHY-CRAFT
LIMITED
102 LOMBARD ST.

[
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Like the Cut
of "Towne Hall "

bertlet macdonald and gow fimited
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Ouellette al London

Otlawa at Glad1tono
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THE MELODY MARCH

'~1~1t} ABOUT

The first dance of the Spring Season was Patterson's Ninth Annual Melody March held a1 the
Masonic Temple on March 25. Music for the gala
affair was provided by Hal Campbell and his
Orchestra.
The decorations were a real credit to the long
hours spent on them by the Publicity Committee.
There were large multi-coloured groups of balloons
suspended from the ceiling and musical notes adding
to the gaiety. Around the room were novel welcomes
to the students consisting of signs such as "Walkerville Whirl", "Riverside Ramble", "Patterson Pivot'"
"Sandwich Swing", ''Tech Trot", "Kennedy Kapers".
and "St. Joe's Jump". Place of honour was devoted
io a sparkling "Melody March".
The patrons and patronesses for the event were
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Marshall, Mr. and Mrs. Haydon,
Mr. and Mrs. Fraser, Mr. and Mrs. Hallam, Mr. and
Mrs. Culbert. Mr. and Mrs. Mencel. Mr. and Mrs.
Newman, Mr. and Mrs. Bowden, Mr. and Mrs. Bass,
Mr. and Mrs. Bull, Mr. and Mrs. Chris. Gregg. Mr.
and Mrs. F. K. Stewart, Dr. and Mrs. H. D. Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. P. P. McCallum, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
McGinty. Mr. Mills, Mr. Stone, Miss Hancock, Miss
Coughlin, Miss Gregory, Miss Long and Miss Munro.
Chiefly responsible for the success of the dance,
were Carol Horsburgh and Paul Stefan, co-chairmen
of the social committee. Carol, who was charming
in an off-the-shoulder gown of blue organdie trimmed with black velvet, was escorted by Keith
Warner. Paul dated Pat McGinty who was beautiful
in a pink and black, off-the-shoulder gown. Other
members of the committee present were: Frank
Hodges, with Jean Clarke, attractive in an off-theshoulder gown of white tatfeta; Dave Westholm,
whose date, Peggy White, was sweet in a gown of
white corded silk; Margie Clazie, exquisite in yellow
taffeta. dated by Don Parsons; and Ken Stewart,
our head boy. whose date was Pat Sharron, lovely in
a green, off-the-.s houlder gown.
Among the dancers were: the head girl, Barbara
Gordon, in blue French marquisette, squired by Roy
Henry; Joan Buie, in yellow taffeta, with Jim
Vaughan; June MacVicar, in blue satin, dated by
Dick Johnson; Mary Burbridge, in white tulle, with
Barry Homes; Betty Lou Yaxley, wearing black taffeta, escorted by Don Hyatl; Mary Mills, in a blue
satin, strapless gown, dated by Sylvester Daniluk, a
grad; Virginia Webster, in scarlet and white, with
Don Fowler, a grad; Nadene Rodda, in pink silk,
dated by Bob Dowdell, a grad; Ruth Nichol, in blue
org.:mdie, with Johnnie Loucks, also a grad; and
Delores Pratt, escorted by Walter Kerr, another P. C.
I. grad. Others present. were Molly McConnell and
Art McGuire, Susanne Kennedy and Norm Le Rock,
Joan Storrey and Don Cass. Jean Ridley and Jack
Bickerton, Pauline Wendt and Ben Lenartowicz,
Nancy McKee and Doug. Johnston. Margaret Bell
and Bill Shaw, Celia Locke and Jack Brown, Barbara
La Douceur and Bill Dobson, Joan Lever and Basil
Mariotti. Joan Brown and Mike Ceshan, Lois Hall
and Phil Kitchen, Barbara Douglas and Norton
Mansfield. Annie Nemec and John Barkach, Leanne
Smith and Bill Dowdell, Wilfred Greenwood and
Margaret Smith, Joe Barnocky and Fay MacDonald,
and Philip Bakst and Marilyn Price.
PAULINE WENDT.
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There are many people in our school who deserve recognition and praise for their contributions
to school life and school activities. Take, for example,
Gloria Cross, one of the biggest attrac'lions of our
school and also one of the busiest. She is the chairman of the publicity committee, is in charge of the
illustrations for the school magazine and now is devoting her time to the decorations for Patterson's
annual Melody March. And to top it all she is very
good in basketball and inspired fear in many an
opposing forward. She played well all through the
season and we hope she'll be back next year to add
energy to the team.
We can't pass by the subject of athletics without
mentioning one of Patterson's best all round sportsmen-Willie Casanova-. He plays a major p::ut in
all school sports, football. track and field. and basketball. Patterson should consider itself lucky to
have Willie around for at least two more years to
help win more honour and glory for the school.
One of the talented students at our school is
Annie Nemec, the thrush of Patterson. She is an
honour student, a very pretty girl and a beautiful
singer. always pleasant and always with a good
word for everyone. We all wish her well and every
success in her musical career.
Turning to some of the quieter pupils in our
school we should mention Eugene Nicholas. He is
quiet but net insignificant. for everyone knows him
to be that cute little fellow upon whom so many
jokes are played. He's always smiling and the
teachers seldom have any trouble with him. He may
not give Patterson honours and glory. but he, in his
own little way, contributes a great deal to our
school.
And then we have Bob Young. He looks quiet too,
but in his case, looks are deceiving. He is very witty
and humorous. This is a fact because I got it straight
from Bob himself! He's a whizz in Geometry and can
get all his theorems without a bit ot homework, he
says. My. what a clever fellow!
When I talked to a number of fifth formers. they
all agreed that Pat Dodge is about the smartest girl
in grade thirteen, especially in French. She is a very
pleasant girl and is well liked by all who know her.
She participates in many school activities and is
very active in inter-form sports.
And now turning to the first year students, we
find that one of the best known grade-niners is Fred
Sorrell. He's the fellow with that sweet high voice
who sang in assembly. That's the kind of person we
need to make the assemblies more interesting and
worth while, and we want to hear him more often!
Last but not le.:ist we have Phil Jacobs, the Bob
Hope of Patterson. He's the one that livens up the
school with his wit and humour. His jokes are used
in most of the assemblies and never fail to get a
laugh- well, most of the time anyway.
These people all contribute something to Patter
son . . . Do YOU?
LULU CAMPBELL
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and in many pa.n s of the world,
Windsor is known as the home of Ford of Canada's
head office and plant, a large and imponan1 fac1or in
Canada's trade. In and around Windsor, Ford has a
panicular imporiance for young people planning
ACROSS Ck'IIADA

ca.ceers.

Since iu small bcitinninits in 1904, Ford of Canada
bas drawn upon the classrooms in 1he Windsor area
for many hundreds of its employees. \\'ithin its expanshe plants are to be found promisinit, useful futures
to satisfy a wide variety of ambitions and abilities.
Skilled mechanics, office workers, chcmi~u. e lectricians,
dcsi11ners, mechanical engineers-each an essential
vocation in the automotive industry.

Doubtless many of you will find, as have hundreds of
others before you, opportunities and futures with Ford
of Canada.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED
-·------------- ----- ~.

I
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Printers of Patterson High S,hool YEAR BOOK
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Windaor, Ontario

TELEPHONE

3 - 3951

\lictoria C!olleue
in the

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Founded by Royal Charter in 1836 "for the general education of youth
in the various branches of Literature and Science on Christian Principles."
As one of the Federated Colleges in the Faculty of Arts of the University of
Toronto, Victoria College enrols students in all courses leading to the degrees
of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Commerce and preparatory to admission
to the schools of Graduate Studies, Divinity, Education, Law and Social Work.
In the Annesley Hall Women's Residences and Wymilwood, accommodation
is available for women students of Victoria College. In the Victoria College
Residences accommodation is ava.ilable for men students of ihe College.
For full information, including calendan and bulletins,
apply to the Registrar, Victoria College. Toronto.
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Compliments

STANDARD
MACHINE & TOOL CO.

of lho

LIMITED

New and Modern

Tool,. Dies. Fixtures. Jigs. Gaugoa

METROPOLITAN
STORE

Plan O·Mill. Muhlplo Heads. Drill Mastera.
Hole Wl.se and Spoclal Machlnory

870 OTTAWA STREET

ONTARIO

WINDSOR

439-459 OUELLETTE
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"First With the Newest l•Jr Boys and Girls"

FURS
With a Future!

DIADE

Distinctively Styled
Beautiful Creations
in the Lazare's manner.

Choose Yours Now.

•

SHOES FOR THE FAMILY
2 GREAT STORES

LAZA RE'S Fine FURS
493 OUELLETTE AVE. -

OUELLETTE AVE. AT PARK ST.
OTTAWA ST. AT HALL AVE .

WINDSOR
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12-A

12-C

Whot hos 12-A got thot no o thor class in tho school has?
The most u11tolkotivo, boat behaved ond hardest workers of all
Latin Claaaea. Eh Mr. Cameron? Tho teachers havo yet to find
anyone with homework not donel
12-A is so studious we have had onlv one class party.
We gathered ot June's home where everyone· enjoyed himse ll by
dancing. by a scavenger hunt ond by eotlng loads of food.
Everyone hod barrels of fun.
Orals? Oh-h-h!! Here Is where 12-A excels: 01 the nine Senior
Students who entered the Public Speaking Contest we can boost
that four come from the ranks ol the greot 12-A. The girls tried
hord but to no ovoil. Jack Morgon, however. continued to sot u
shining oxomplo by winning. Mortin Goldberg did o marvollous
lob ond woa runner up. Everyone wishes Jock the best ol luck.
Chemistry seems to be a push-over for Gloria Cross who pulled
74 out of 74 on her lirst exam. Where do you buy those crystal
balls. Gloria?
II seemed 01 If Virginia Webster hoe known frank Humu
since ho wos a litth boy. She atorto:I criticizing his orol. by
"And Frankie Hume's". Sercret Jove, Virgie?
Why does Joe torment Anne so much in history when Anne's
b?at friend la such a willing victim?
II seems that Joyce hos eyes for more than Mr. MacDonald.
'specially in chemistry when all those charming gentlemen sit just
ocross the aisle.
Whot would Suzie do without Bob·s help In Geometry? Or is It
the other way around?
Mr. Haydon dooan't seem to appreciate answers which begin
"Woll. I think" Does he, Robin?
The beat description ol this class is in the words ol Miss
Adams "C'est extraordinaire."

The court will please corns to order. This is the case of the
teaching atoll of Patterson Collegiate charging the 81uden.ts of
I 2-C with mls con:luct. Will the delendant1 pleaae give their
defence?
Students Please sir. we plead not guilty.
We ore really
an average class. well represented by Willie Greenwood, President, and Pauline Tvan. Vice President. They do their duty
attending all of our clasa partio1.
Speaking of porllea, our
first was held ot Helen Rollel'a home. It was a great auccera
for the other classes. Oh yes. ther, Paulene's residence was
raided for the sec:md s:iin-dig. This party wos lor 12-B and 12-C.
Whal o crowd! Aller bickering through three ol Mn. Kitts'
history classes. we decided to hold a blue -jaan party at Jeanne
Clark's houae. Because of tho clown, In our clau ii ended up
an eight-ring circus. But on the more serious side. the honoured
g uesl of the evening was the little man with the big diopers
and bow. As a party ol two, Mollie and Art have decided that
he should b e Invited to every party. Lulu Campbell thr3w
op, n her homo for o riot. We had a wonderful time. J\Jao,
one Sunday night 12-C had a akabng party.
Later we all
gathered at Helen Rollel's. but as It seems that there was some
food left. we went back Monday night and ate them out of house
and home. All this goe3 to prove that parties should be held
o n school nights lo draw o crowd. even with the danger of a
c hemistry test looming.
12-C is proud to have as one of its charoctars Jeonne Clark
who reigned over the Football Dance with her favourite King
of any season. (nuff said.)
We oren't aluggarda (a• Mi&1 Cou.glin would say) at s port&
either. Our girls' bosketball los t out to l lE In the final game
and are right at the top in volleyball. The boys were In the
final ployoffs of in1erform touch rugby and are expecte 1 to
enter the finals in basketball. Our no1obles are Joe (oil city)
Bornocky. Willif' Greenwood. and Bob (all city) Slmpso~. Mr.
Dowson says. "In all my years I hove never had a manaqer
o.r los t a ball. and now that I have o manager for two weeks.
thre3 balls ore missing". How much did you get for them, Joo?
Jury "The verdict is that we find tbe class I 2-C guilty ol said
charge.
Students We appeal the case on 1ho grounds tha t we havo
honcur stude nts loo.
Jury The verd:ct Is. "Not guilty".
MARY MILLS

12-B
The males ol 12-B are almost entirely athletic and r.ot academic.
Nearly oil the boys in the class are on some school learn.
Somo are on two. Just before Chrlatmaa the theme song ol the
class waa. "'All I Want for Chrlatmoa la my ONE F'ront Tooth",
In honour oJ Lorry Cinot.
In our Health Classes. where w e le::un that tho clavicle is not
a bone in the loot. and that Toronto and Detroit fought it out
for the Stanley Cup in the 47.49 season. Don Stone become the
"Ink-Spot" of 12,B owing to o Jitlle black and blue Incident.
The Hockey team started ou.t with Henry White, Goorgo
Wolika and Joe Filby, holding down regular berths. Henry.
however. was checked pretty hard. by a thing called per cent.
and was forced to retire for the season.
In our Hiatory cloaa during the reign of Napole o:i Mn. Kltte
seemed to bo getting a little jealous of Claire. It s-eoms Claire
was getting more attention from the boys. and that Napoleon
could havo discovered America without Jack even krowin•J
about It.
Tho boys at the back of the English closa wish to express
their sorrow al the loss of Dick Crosby. We regret to say he
has been given a one way ticket to the seat beside Miss Adams'
desk. Get a better mark next time. Dick. and you can remain
with the more brilliant failures in the class.
John Lawren1on seemed to be able to verify 1:,0 fomou1
line from "Hamlet", "Neither a borrower nor a lender be:" How
about it. John"?
In the midst of 011 these villainous boys we have two very
talented young stars in the person of Annie Nemec and Marilyn
Price. Anne does o very fine job of 1inglng at the auemblie1.
To end the sports eeoson. 12,B hos such Track Stora as Steve
Zimbalatte, Lorry Cinot and Joe F'ilby. oil of whom hove brought
bac· silver medals from the W.0.S.S.A. Track Meets in previous

ll·A
Although the clas• is not noted for It• brilllant ons wera. wo do
have a few outstanding individuals.
Lorne Dunkley, famous football and hockey star, was elected
president of the clau. His assistant is Kay Orser who also
heads the Proqramme Committee for our weekly assemblies.
Albort Blight and Cloyto~ Harr on wore chose n by Mr.
Mencol to run the picture machine, (watch tho88 pictures roll!)
Peggy White quite frequently can be found looking out the
window in Ph ysics pario:I. Remember. Peg. that's not the way
to learn Physics and al•o remember that he is married. At
the beginning of the term Peg found time to bo on the Girls'
Swimming Team.
Betty Braid was going to the games in a Mercury. No wonder
the boys were throwing daggers ot her. I suppose Carol, who
was sitting next to her in class, didn't mind too much.
Poor Carol seems to bo unlucky in love. She no sooner
1ucead1 in catching o certain dark-haired man than he hos to
leave her. wh~n duty calla him to the R.C.M.P.
Ruth Molyneaux hos done a fine job of representi~g our class
o:, the cheerleading squad.
Our claH party wos held al Koy Orsor's house just before
Christmas. Mr. J. McNe il. ou r Englis h llocher. woa our honoured
guest. Hilda Me tzg er gave the claaa a low lessons on how to
Polka. Later in the evening Lorne Dunkley presented a writing
kit to Mr. McNeil a s a going-away present. Willie Casam~va
is. far too modest about his own contribution to tho class.

years.
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Best Wishes To All
Patterson Students

•
From

uiit~a
THE STORE WITH THE YOUNG POINT OF VIEW

...........................................................................................................................

ATCHISON'S

"Be a Hostess to Loveliness"

Groceries and Meats

CONSULT
LOCAL MANAGER

~

Quality and Service

A VON PRODUCTS OF CANADA LTD.

WE DELIVER

609 SECURITY BLDG.

D
PHONE 3-2363

4-969S

224 ERIE W.

... .. .. ..... ....... .. .. .... ........ .................... ..... . ............................................................
You'll Find It at Webb's ... and often
only at W ebb's

Wedding Bouquets
Cut Flowers

Funeral Designs
Potted Plan ts

John Webb

Telegraph Delivery Service

DIAMONDS -WATCHES
JEWELLERY - CHINAWARE

CARTER'S
FLOWERS

PHONE 3-2062

SS2·SS6 OUELLETTE A VE.
WINDSOR. ONT.

Phone 4-1732

1063 Goyeau Street
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FORM 12A
President: Jack Morgan
Vice-President: Suzanne Kennedy
Fourth Row: David Carswell, !ill Lloyd. Frank Humes,
Joe Kiefer. Tom Wear, Bob McBain. Robin Scott, Martin
Goldberg.
Third Row: Eugene Nicholas, Bob Harrison. Gardiner
Noble. Clifford Surgent, Jack McNab. Jack Morgan.
Second Row: Eleanor Zaharla. June Liggin&. Virginia
Webster, Joyce Shelley. Ellen Wickens. Shirley Green
First Row: Ruth Kaufman. Anne Strump. Gloria Cron.
Florence Shelnleld. Sabina Latwln&kl. Audrey McDowell.
Helen Vcrgryn. Suzanne Kennedy.
Absent: Phil Kitchen.

FORM 12B
President: Claire Greguol
Vice-President: Jack Carp
Fourth Row: Joe Filbey. Jack Carp. Alfred Shaw, Gordon
Brown, Beverley Carson. John Lawrenson.. Ray W ilson.

Third Row: Pete Branofl. Henry White. Dick Crosby. Don
Stone. Steve Zlmbalatte. Larry Clnat, Gerald Parent. John
Smith.
Sacond Row: l&abel SoltH, Marilyn Price. Cella Lacko,
Helen Hilton. Reenle Vaughan, Pat Todd, Grace Braithwalle,
Gordon W ilson.
First Row: Claire Greguol. Annie Nemec, Shirley Broadbent, Fay McDonald, Lorraine Haddad, Arpa Hillis, Delore•
Shalob. Matgaret Gutz.

FORM 12C
President: W illie Greenwood
Vice-President: Pauline Ivan
Fourth Row: Ro11 Ingram, Gordon Simpson. Alex Banya1.
Ronald Kading. Dennis Pazuk. Fronk Wade, Bob S"mpson.
Alfred Jonea. Frank Hallett.
Third Row: Gordon Macfarlane, Don Stein, Bob Youn<;.
Art McGuire, Norm Wortley, Willie Greenwood, Pete Hewson. Alvin Portt.
S~cond Row: R. 0. Fraser. Joe Barnocky. Molly McConnell,
Pauline Ivan, Sophie Szyckta. Cecile Waskowiz, Benny
Lenartowlcz.
First Row: Lulu Campbell. Jeanne Clark. Mary M.Us.
Helen Rollet. Ann De Shields. Esther Allen, Diane Pringh•,
Peggy Gow. Helen Kain.

FORM IIA
President: Lorne Dunkley
Vice-President: Kathleen Oraer
Fourth Row: Andy Frimer. Sandy Gow. Lorne Dunkley,
Albert Blight, Bob Austin, Willy Casanova. Don Cropper.
Second Row: Alex Buliga. Bob Campbell. [d Zdzlaraki.
Shirley Doherty. Joyce Paterson, Rudy Hakala. Ron Jacobs,
Erwin Lopat.in.

firat Row: Betty Braid. Carol Chapman. Marilyn Caughell.
Lena Voroscink. Hilda Hallett. Ruth Ann Molyneux, Peggy
White, Hilda Metzger, Kathleen Orser.
Absent: Blll Riggs. Clayton Harron .
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Furs - Coats - Dresses
MODERN AS TOMORROW !
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Visit Our New Store
On Ouellette Avenue

JAMES H. SUTTON

WATERMANS

FUNERAL HOME
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Compliments
of

D

ABBEY

937 Ouellette Ave.

GRAY

LIMITED
Chrysler -

Phone 4-251 5

Plymouth Distributors

GOYEAU AT ELLIOTT

Fargo

PHONE 4-1171
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COLLEGE
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UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
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"Expanding to meet the needs ol a
growing community"
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11-B

11-D

Forever Slumber

The 9 o'clock bell is ringi.n g and peace reigns once again
in room 217.
Sudde:1ly a scurrying is heard in the hall. a
frantic thumping begins on the door and when the door is
opened, in rushes 11-D crying in unison. "Am I late?"
Dozing quietly in the Literature period the class is rudely
awakened by one of Phil's remarks. A few minutes pass and
sle£p is resumed . Again we are awakened, this time by a
knccking at the door.
A not.ice hos come from the ollice.
Miss Monroe reads. "All contributions to the Patrician are
to be handed in by 4 o'clock." Dave W. pipes up meekly,
"Is faere a Patrician this ye:u?" Dave is saved by the bell.
Exhausted by the weary labours of the past period. Do:>
Parsons. John Mac. seem to have lost their sense of direc:io:1
or hav<> they? for instead of going directly to the French
room they seem lo wander up on third ftocr.
Later in the Lotin room
Mr. Cameron "Shirley W ..

Readers. don't think I'm a fool.
When I describe my friends at school.
But I rea1/y don't mean any harm;
So don't get excited and alarmed.
Mr. Cameron promised to bury
Our little Austin and our dear Gary,
Eut he never did,
Instead, Miss Hancock put in a bid.

To rush up Leo and Peter /zounds)
They never uttered but two sounds.
When Mr. Hallam could talk no more
Because oJ germs and the throat rhat was sore.

translate the next sentence."

Bill ar:d Steve took over. so
Our knowledge of Physics was sure to grow.
Mr. Bowden was never so rash.
Lucky thar Robert was in our class.

Shirley W. (srniling sweetly) "I don't know how."
Mr. Cameron "That smile won't get you anything but a
man and I want you to get your Latin."
Enough said for our daily routine, for by now I'm sure
you have noticed our intelligence.
Our social life includes
one class party held at Marion McWade's home. which

Little Harriet Chatters
Had a mind for better manners.
Margie Clazie was the best
So we chose her lor vice pres.

turned out lo

Margie Dupuis was good at comp.
And Mary never liked to romp.
Jean and Marilyn were a twosome
Never seen with laces gruesome.
Dot and Del were on the team.
With Pepper (Lorice) and Betty they were on the beam.
Leanne and Barb were always there
Gelling in each others hair.

11-E
To start tl,e year oil. 11-E held a party at the home of
Beverley Winch.
The girls seemed to have had a gcod
t:me. but if you ask Betty Rowland she could probobly go into
further detail.
After refreshments were served the girls
cleaned the place out ([ mean tidied up).
The girls made a name for themselves in the sports field.
Mildred Davies. the captain of the class Basket Ball Team,
helped win the Championship over Grades II. 12 & 13.
Marilyn Holden. our class president hos both sense and
r:onsense. She hos more of one than the other. but I'll let you
decide what she has the most of. Donna Wigle was our vice
president. but she left us for the business world.
rat
McGillivray. alias Miss Twinkle Toes. has done 5olo tap
dancing at our assemblies.
She also teaches doreing after
school hours. Heather Hunter. "the girl you hear before you

Marilyn McMi//an was a charming lass.
And she was the smallest in the class.
Sugar (Violet) Turle was very cute.
That maroon cashmere was sure a beaut.
Marilyn MWs just loved to Talk.
While Elaine Lappin loved a walk.
Don and Miss Munro get along just line.
How come she put him front of the line ? ? ?
Good old Ed Shuel is the last of the rhyme
Nonsense!

No sense.

We had a good time.

see", is a friend of mine; so the less said the better.

Although our class lacks the stronger sex. it doesn't lack
talent.
Estelle Schqley. our class joker. can often be seen
running up and down the halls at 8:55 looking for a "Dizzy"
(Disraeli).
Some of the other talented students in our class
are: Noomi Kersey an:l Irene Warrington who play the piano,
and Norrpo Harrlson who sings.
We have had many line compliments. As one teacher said,
'"There will be o change in the business wcrld when you
leove."
And secondly. "Girls. please stop acting like two.
year-aids: in fact any two-year-old would look down on you.'"

11-C
We wonder if it ca:1 be true that 11-C is the worst class in
t!te schcol. or can the teachers be mistaken? They must bs.
This class bas yet to have a class party.
The reas~ns
housing shortage and lack of all the other essentials which
go to ;nake a "shindig". However. w e did succeed in having
a skating party which was thoroug·hly enjoyed by those who
donned their skates.
Mike Drebet, who hails from 11-C. was a prominent newcomer to the junior "hoopla" squad. The remaining members
of the class do not excel in sports. although they are always
in th&re lighting.
The boys claim that the loss of Johnny
Crepp to 11-D. was a contributing factor to their downfall.
Could be.
In the romance department little Dan Cupid has been
n1r8s oecu p8"" in shooting his

(

arrows.

Alex Aitken and Gloria Hill. and
president. Don Lever and Margaret
Despita our weaknesses we all
through. aided by the quaint jokes
Dodick.

Those

smi~te:1

10-A
Care to hear the news of JO.A? Yes. 10-A: the class that
planned to make a revolution in the halls of P.C.I.! It was
a minor revolution. however. and lasted only for one aHerno:>a,

but we must admit that it was a good try.
We were assured of a fun packed year when we elected
two capable leaders.
One class party was held at Ruth
Clark's house, bul unfortunately it was a flop. The lack ol
girls seemed to dull the merriment ol the boys. You're s lipping.
girls!
The girls have been very successful in sports. Why. they're
Grade 10 Basketball Champions.
Volleyball bas just begun.
but we con anticipate bright results. Now for the dark side
of the story. The boys are not as enthusiastic about sports
as the girls; but we can't expect them to excel in sports and
have brains too.
That's the trouble.
Brains! But no wins!
All in all, lO·A is a wonderful class. 11oted for the deter,
mined co-operation and friendliness of its students.

ore

our president and vica·
Duncan.
manage to come smiling
of Mr. Cameron and Joe

Mama passed her driver's test.
Mama's feeling regal;
She can denl a lender now,
And everything is legal.
"THE PATRICIAN"

be a tremendous success with everyone there

but the class.
In football. our boys came out tops, winning the interform
Championship alter several rousing games with 13-A. Miracl:s
still happen!
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COMPLIMENTS
OF

Compliments

-~~

Galbraith
My Florist

417 OUELLETTE AVENUE

~

Distinctive Apparel For Women

Ouellette at Wyandotte

Compliments

A. HORVATH JEWELLERS

of

1494 OTTAWA ST.
4-4800

Compliments of

Teahan Furniture
Ltd.

DIAMONDS

:
:
WATCHES
JEWELLERY

Compliments of

Expert Installation
of
Bendix Washers

A. l(AUFMAN
Clothing for the entire family

CHATHAM AT PELISSIER

35 WYANDOTTE ST. E.

3-1717
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-· aueen'~
•

Kingston

Wntber~ttp

.-•

Ontario

Incorporated by Royal Charter 1841
situ:xted in the oldest cily of O:itario; 34 buildings; normal registration
about 4.500; health insurance provided during session.

ARTS-Courses leading to the degrees of B.A., M.A.. B.Com., M.Com.
of the work may be done by Summer School and correspondence.

Part

SCIENCE-Courses leading to the degrees of B.Sc. and M.Sc. in Chemistry,
Mineralogy and Geology. Physics and in Mining. Chemical. Civil,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.
MEDICINE-Courses leading to the degrees of M.D.. C.M. and M.Sc., and the
Diploma of Public Health.
NURSING SCIENCE-Courses leading to the degree of B.N.Sc.
PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION- Course leading to the degree of
B.P.H.E.
Matriculation Pamphlet, sent on request, includes complete list of scholarships and prizes
awarded on entrance and on University work.
Write for a copy of QUEEN'S IN PICTURES

...............................................................................................................................
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FORM JIB
President: Bill Dowdell
Vice-President: Marjorie Clazie
Fourth Row: Edward Shue), Bill Dowdell, Steve Kosar,
Gary Champ. Gary Peterson, Ronald Peebles, Robert
Hatheway.
Third Row: Donald White, Loo Wytka, Peter Bruski.
Arnott McCallum, Austin Thompson.
Sacond Row: Jean Mclelwa:in, Betty-Ann Harris, Marilyn
McMillan. Leanne Smith. Marilyn Brown, Elaine Lappin.
First Row: Lorice Mady. Delphine Hanson, Dorothy Myles,
Marjorie Dupuis. Ma1jorie Clcuie. Barbara Katzman. Harriett

Chatters. Mary Sandre.

FORM llC
President: Don Lever
Vice-President: Margaret Duncan
Third Row: Douglas Lamon, Jack Pearl, Max Karcz, Mike
Drebot. Don MacEwan, Ernest Chorny, James Bryant. Philip
Bakst.
Second Row: Richard Andrusky, Stanley Koresky. John
Crepp, Helen Hames. Gloria Hill. Don Lever, James Loucks.
Alex Aitken.
First Row: Donna Moses. Pauline O'Neil, Margaret Dun·
can. Mary Jakabowski. Barbara Wilson, Mary Spargalo.
Valerie Martel. Kay MacVicar, Mr. Mills.
Absent: Joseph Dodick, Donald Jacques. Audrey Rosen•
field, Anne Skorochid.

FORM llD
President: Phil Jacobs
Vice-President: Shirley Hedrick
Third Row: Dave McGhe, David Westholm, Paul Seidlitz,
Don McEwan. Don Bustin, Don Parsons. Phil Jacobs.
Second Row: John MacDonald, Arnott McCallum, Joyce
Brunke, Ann Freidman. Ron Peebles, Ray Buchanan, Bill
Wasyluk.
First Row: June Flynn. Shirley Willaughan, Shirley Hendricks, Marilyn Wilkes. Marjorie Dark, Aline Adams. Marion
McWade. Nadene Rodda.

FORM llE
President: Marilyn Holden
Vice,President: Donna Wigle
Third Row: Marjorie Hand, Norma Harrison, Heather
Hu~tar. Mildred Davies. Irene Warrington. Doreen Lewis.

Pat McGlllivray.
Sacond Row: Naomi Kersey, Marilyn Holden, Mary Newar,
r:,eresa Izsak, Beverley Winch. Shirley Smith, Audrey
Charbonneau.
First Row: Betty Rowland. Joan Gangnon. Thelma Phillips,
drianne Bhir, Estelle Scholey, Elsie Rebkowec, Marian
"Oy. Jocr• Donovan.

:la,
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COMPLIMENTS
of

WONDER BAKERY

Compl im en t s

~

of

337 Salter

Phone 4-5107

Mayor

....•................................................... ....

ARTHUR

J.

REAUME
t:.-- ..~
Tt:IAOC M ARK A l'.GIST IEACO
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Bolawhile at the

VISIT HEINTZMAN'S
RECORD DEPARTMENT

VANITY
RECREATION

One of the Finest
In Canada

744 OUELLETTE AVE.

•

1st Annual Teen Age Tournament
Contact 2-8861

HEINTZMAN'S

Summer Bowling

302 OUELLETTE A VE.

22 Lanes

Snack Bar

WINDSOR

Phone 3-4649

................•••......•..•........•...................••.

............................................................

Pedrick's Flowers

TEPPERMAN'S

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

849 Sandwich St. East

Windsor's Largest
and
Most Modern Store
of Its Kind

Phone 3-5921

D

-1111-

WINDSOR

ONTARIO

Ottawa at Pierre

4-6418

...............................................................•.............................................................
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Survey of 10-B

10-E

This is a survey of the "characters" that make up one
swell class 10-B.
Don Todd Fun-loving toad.
Ethel Harris Whal teacher makes her life miserable?
Irving Ordower Daddy's in Ladies Wearing Apparel-y'know
Shirley Upiter O! O! those Detroit Lads!
Ernie Archibald Such a cutie.
Beverley Baldwin In love with Ron.
Frank Janosik Another cutie.
Elaine McLauglin Eyes for muscles K. B.
Jim Skinner Poor Skinner! takes a lot of kidding but is a
good sport.
Sylvia Holovaci Mama's little girl.
Morris Chayhuck The strong silent type.
Theresa Trottier- Shy- good at sports.
Frank Clarke Handy with the pen.
Katy Klinger Waiting for her man.
Bob Middleton Just call him Red.
Mollie Maguire Well, drop my eyelashes and call me
La-de-da.
Ray Collins- Big feet- but cute dimples.
Ann Hatheway Quite a talker Public Speaking that is.
Bill Scolt Jocko but he has brains.
Joyce Fooson In love with Lyal.
Doran McTaggart The strict? ? class President
Pat Tcdd Her loves are Mack and Jack.
Morrey Solway- Quite a Wolf- and David's friend ! ! !
Remo Copat Ahhhhhhhhhh ! ! ! A gift to the ladies.
Harold Wagenburg Handsome and what a smile!
Betty Swan Yackity. Yackity, Yackity, Yack.
Joe Burke A scream so much fun.
Bill Jamieson Oh! my aching tooth.
Ken Brooks Roving eyes for E. M. muscles tco.
Florence Reaume In love with Fred and Doug.
S:qmund Tudryn Alias Ziggy What a voic~. Caruso.
Robut Arlein Tall. silent and cute.

The class the boys are interested in. Girls! Girls! 25 of them.
Miss 10-E
Jeanette Cusinaln.
!at runner-up
ifrances Lena(,
2nd runner-up
Elsie DeLeaer.
The figure Marilyn Caldwell, watch lhe boys look twice.
Personality Elsa Cusinato, very pleasing
Teeth Olive Krawelz, she has that, "Dentyne smile"
Complexion Donna Beer. like peaches and creom.
Smile Jo.in Smith, shaped just like your heart.
Nose Joy Sherk. small and kept out of other people's busineu.
Hair- June Chambers, neat and very well looked after.
Voice- Rena Moro. like strains of music.
Legs Jean Towle, third curve and all.
Eyes Marjorie McIntyre, watch them twinkle.
Hands Doreen Lefebre, white as the day she was born.
Talent Barbara Brown. enjoyed by everyone.
Walk Ann Rosen, graceful as a swan.
General Appearance- Jenny Spoiala. typical Patterson girl.
Sense of Humour Barbara Fontaine. what a joker!
Profile Lucy Gapa.
Sports-minded Shirley Cunningham what game can't she
play?
Without the rest of the girls there would ba ~o 10-E. right
girls?
Nice class. isn't it? Well, at least we think so. Haven't we
convinced you?

10-F
The year started with Marilyn Cosma and Virginia De Paoli
elected presider.I and vice-president respectively.
The first
Social Event was a gala party held at Maxine Percy's house.
Is the lack of the stronger sex the reason there were no more
class parties?
10-F does not seem to take to basketball or volleyball even
with such capable captains as Doris McCallum and Eva Juhas.
Known as the Art Class and true to form, 10-F helped give
the school that Christmas atmosphere by placing interesting
posters in every nook and corner.
Eva Juhas is entering
the Shorter Poem Contest and representing 10-F. Good luck
Eva.
Mr. Mennie has 10,f seriously considering "To be or
r.ot to be" an old maid. What has Joy Ingram got to say
to Joyce Kirkby which results in a speedy trip to the front
of the room?
Every time Georgie Magda hears the nams
Tom she gets Stardust in her eyes and Doris is heard
humming "Oh Johnny." Who is thal handsome face in Marilyn
Atkin's wallet? We wonder. Marilyn Cosma was seen winking
at a 4th former whose initials are David Carswell. No matter
how much Elsa Biasutti gets kidded, she takes it with a smile
acd this could eosily apply to all members of 10-F.

10-C
We have had three class parties up till now,
l:.'ven though. al the second. we were short of "chow" ,
Our boys have done very well at games.
Bui our girls. well. they weren't quite the same.
Beaudry and Wortley are always al play.
White also plays, and leaves school for the day.
Mary and Genevieve and Bev. are sedate?
Fabok. Scheurman and Parent never late?
Dixie and Peggy are seemingly vain,
Janelle and Florence are somewhat the same.
Erown and Zarabecki are not one b:t shy,
Phelps, Finn and Beaton always aim high.
Beattie is always making a noise.
Janel, who' s ready to .blame the boys.
Leo is quief and tries to be good,
McConnell is found in laughing mood.
Whiteman and Liggins come out with wise cracks.
E:llie and Sheila talk of brains which they lack.
Elaine i.s the new girl that entered the show,
Bui Cormie's the one that never knows where to go.
Mitchell and Tower are quiet old souls.
While Zangari come, out with all that he knows.
Martin is always up to his pranks,
lmre ar.d Milito always high in their ranks.
Now you've been told about all of the Gar.g.
The class on the Whole is really a bang:
Bui when we behave. we're the best you will lir.d.
Our motto forever will be "NEVER MIND."

9-A
Could You Imagine
Georgia Byrd Not possing a test?
Co~nie Arnold Not doing her best?
Lorna Brown Being present every day?
Dorothy Cheeseman Not trying in every way?
Sylvia Berk Committing a sin?
Pot Atkinson Not winning the pin?
Arlene Allen Missing a day?
Leona Beren--Nol spending all her pay?
Dorothy Atkin Not playing the game?
Barbaro Campbell Trying for fame?
Elaine Bull Never having a cold?
Margaret Allan Ever catching hold?
Joyce Bolter Having a crooked nose?
Jean Allen Not being able to pose?
Norma Riddell Not being a good wife?
Enid Buchan Exploring the Firth of Fife?
Margaret Yashbeck Having her name pronounced right?
Pat Crew Ever putting up a light?
Lily Copeland Not getting b•tter marks on every test?
Theresa Borsona Not acting like a pest (at times).
During November we had a class party at Georgia Byrd's
1,ome. All the students who were present enjoye:I themselves.
Besides the members of the clau. a few of the members of
the football team were there. By th e end of fhe school year
we hope lo have staged a successful hayrid~.
Our girls' basketball team worked hard and managed to
r£ach the semi-finals, but they were unable t o defeat their
opponents. Howeve r. we still believe we have one of the bes t
teams of the year.

10-D
Wha tever others may lhink, we ogre• thal 10-D is the best
class of P.C.I.
When all the preside~lial ballo:s had been
counted. everyon• was g lad to hear that Harald Newto:, had
been victorious.
His assistant is our capable vice-president
Joan Brown.
Our class was well represented on the school teams, having
members on football. basketball, hockey. volley ball and soccer
teams. The girls' class team was very much in the limelight
this year. The girls. with Helen Rowland as captain. played
hard amd came through lo lhe finals. Here. sad to say, they
were beaten by the girls of 10-A.
Jack l<uleski invite:! the class to come to his home for our
class p, uty.
Everyone had a wonderful lime dancing and
~inging. There w.is never a dull moment while such students
as Ed Roy. Ken McKay, Ed Good and Dick Davis were present
with their never-ending nonsense.

No doubt you have noliced that JameJ Johanson is s till
lrue to his bow lie.
"THE

PATRICIAN"
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''/!7/w BELL ~a
~
/daoelo~~~
Y car after year h umlrcJ s of young men nml women
find congenial jobs at the Bell where a n
ever-expanding business offers nnliruited opportunity
for advancement. The good fellowship of
telephone people, theh- pride in their jobs, and
their ability to work together ar,e some
of the reason s why people say "The Dell is
a good place to work!"

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA
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FORM JOA
Prealdont: Thomas Hollman
Vice-President: Sally Wigle
Fourth Row: Stan Clench, Blll Llght. Fred Gutz, Joe Steckl,
Doug Robert1on. Blll McLean. Ben Szabo, Bob Carle, Frod
Smith.
Third Row: Bob Reid. Tom Hollman, Bob Henry. Bob
Fordham. Jack Daugherty. Gordon Dickson, Bob Baxter.
Second Row: Patricio McKenzie, Noncy Deep. Shella Gow.
Joanne Stocks. Arlene Park. Janice Haddad. Natalie JCosurak.
Lillian Wickens.
First Row: Marilyn C<uter. Sally Wigle. Ruth Clorko.
Esther Scheuerman. Norma. Weatgate, Violet Mencel, Marilyn
Marchum. Joan Frlors. Ann Soulliore.

FORM JOB
Pr81ldent: Doran McTaggart
Vice.President: Eloanor Hastings
Fourth Row: Morrey Solway. Remo Copat. Harold Wogcnburg. Joseph Burk, Ktnntth Brooke, Bob Arleln. Ernest
Archambault. Irving Ordower.
Third Row: James Skinner, Sigmund Tudryn. William
Jemison. Bob Middleton. Frank Janosik, Donold Todd,
William Scott.
Second Row: Fronk Clarke, Ray Colllns. Katie Kllngor.
Eloine McLaughlin. Ethel Harris. Shirley Upiter. Morris
Chaychuk, Doron McTog9art.
Flrat Row: Anne Hothewoy. Ther••• Trottier, Mollie
Maguire. Jovce Fanson. Betty Swon, Florence Reaumo,
Sylvia Holovoci. Pat Todd. Beverley Baldwin.
Absent: Kenneth Ferguson.

FORM IOC
President: Connie Gordnor
Vice-Preoldent: Bill Beaudry
• Fourth Row: Fred Scheuerman. Daniel Fabok, Goorgo
Wortley. Joel Phelp1, Len Llggln1. Blll McConnell. Bill
Beaudry.
Third Row: George Beaten, Jim Mitchell, Leonard Porent.
Leo Finnigan, John Finn, Gorman Martin. Jock Beattle. Milton
Whiteman.
S,cond Row: John Milito, Jock Tower. Dixie Chomp. Janet
'll'homa1, Gonevieve Girard. John Zongori, Bill lmre.
First Row: Florence Pearl. Elaine Wakayama, Peggy
Shreve. Beverley DykH. Ellie Nicholas. Connie Gordner.
Mary Kuzniar. Jeonelte Haddod. Shello Boyden.

FORM !OD
President: Harold Newton
Vice President: Joan Brown
Fourth Row: Ron Hunt, Jack Boyce, Dlck Davl1, Harold
Newton. Ken McKay, Edward Good. Charloa Hilton.
Third Row: Lewis Cavanagh, Ron Peorco. Harold Wall.
Ken Fltz9erald, Earl Percy. Charle, Heiman. Jomes
Johan1on.
Socond Row: Allee Robinson. Margaret Robinson, Mary
Clark, Norma Stewart, Joyce Brooks. Edward Roy.
Finl Row: Shirley Dobson. Gloria SJ.
:.over, Joan
·1rown, Helen Rowland, Marilyn Th
,,no Crow,
uiH Pearce.

Absent: Walter
,n1ieth, Naomi PJo.

~.
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VETERAN

COMPLIMENTS

CAB

OF

of Windsor Limited

4-6401

CA.N.~DIAN SIROCCO
COMPANY LTD.

CABS EQUIPPED WITH TWO-WAY F. M. RADIO

}:• -- +:(

COMMUNICATIONS GIVES YOU A CAB
SERVICE SECOND-TO-NONE.

310 ELLIS ST. EAST

MICHIGAN LICENSE

···································· ···············································································*·········
·····························································································································

Have You Ambition ?
look in the Crystal Ball.

What Do YOU See in the Future for YOU?

Why not make those dreams into a reality? Be what you dream you want
to be.

Is it a Business Career?
Then, surely, you will not be satisfied with anything less than the best when training for
that business career.

Demand the best in training.

W. B. C. Can Give You That Superior Training
Ask the people who know- don't take our word for it alone. Be satisfied that you are right.
Then enroll at

WINDS
•
~
Bank of Montreal
Building

R.

J. SERVICE, Principal
Phone 3-4921

Entrance
15 Chatham St. E.

·························································································· ····································
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9-B

Blues of 9-E

The class of 9-B hod elec1ed as their class presidenl, Louis.
Gonsky, and as vice-president. Anne Howard.
Whera were
lhey on the evening of lhe class party?
Certainly not al
Violet Gard ner's hou~e where it was held.
Honours go lo Louis. and Wolter Davis for oulslonding
tolenls; the former for his artistic ability, and the Jotter for his
brilliant work with puppets and morioneltes.
We ore sorry to lose our popular sudent, Pat Grossett. but
wish her every success in her new home.
Lost but certainly not leas t comes basket-boll. Oul of four
games we hove played, lhree hove been won and one lied.
We ore proud of lhis ochievemenl.
The exceplion lo this
general opinion is thol of lhe sludent who wrole Ibis:
I'm sure you-ve heard of our brilliant clas!
Thirty-six tried, but only ten passed.
The teachers sigh and soy, "Dear me,"
Was the.re ever such a class like this 98?"

We ore very proud, you see,
For we belong to the great 9-E
Always work but never play
Is our motto each school day.
We come lo school early and bright
Hoping to start the day out right.
But no! School never seems
To turn out as it does in dreams.
Our President Fred Sorrell
Helps to keep up our morale,
While Ricco Ciccone who just pokes,
Keeps us happy with his jokes.
A Class party? we've hod just one,
But ii turned out to be lots o/ fun.
Our class teams are the best, you'// lind,
II you don't believe us we don't mind.
A Music Experiment is being tried: ;
Eve., though it's noisy, teachers don't mind.
Our music teacher, Mr. Stone,
Plays every instrument including trombone.
Alter you've read this we hope you'll agree
That the best class in first form
Is our own 9-E.

9-C
At Iha beginning of our lirsl year our class elect3d Arnold
Lucas and Helen Jasin as our leaders.
They hove proven
themselves worthy of their difficult positions.
Three of our ombilious sludents entered lhe oroloricol contesl.
Their names and lopics: Elizobelh Joyce, The Menioh; Barbaro
Chombre, Modern Music; Mory Lou Loucks, Penicillin.. Belter
luck next lime, kids!
Our girls began inlerlorm sports quite successfully, but in
Basketball they were stopped by 9-B and 9-A.
Likewise, in
Volleyball they were defeated by 9-B and 9-E.
The boys' basketball squad finished just under lhe line,
winning two and losing three games. In soccer it was almost
the same story. They received a spot in the playolls. but w ere
defeated. On football the class losl out almost entirely.
We hod two successful parties. !honks lo Lenora Jeffry
and Joan Koopman, who opened their homes to our class.
The boy:s supplied the cokes and the girls supplhd sandwiches
and cookies.
Al (Leo) Lenore's house. we danced to the
music of the piano (while some tried to provide vocals). Our
second parly al loan's house was almost as enjoyable. These
porlies were enjoyed. I'm sure, by oil participants and we're
looking forward lo our second year al the school of our choice.

9-F
We ore from 9-F but not too keen,
At niqht you see us in room 217:
Although Mr. Haydon loves us so,
He's always glad to see us go.
Our class President, Kay Whinney, and the Vice-Presidonl,
Richard
McGinty, arranged two class porlies for 9-F this
lerm. Gayle Boin was lhe lirsl hostess and Margaret Shergold
contributed her home for the second party.
Some think we haven't any brains; others don't quite agree.
Bu I everyone hos lo agree thol:
There ore three artists in our class,
Who do a picture in a Flash,
01 course they ore boys, Tony and Ken,
And then you must include the reliable Ben.
Young boys' fancies turn to lighter thoughts in all seasons
in lhis class. II you see a love stricken fellow merrily tripping
down P. C. l.'s corridors in a world oil his own, you con bo
sure lhot it is Bob Roberlson following the petite blond:,,
Connie Slenmon.
The class Pianist Gloria Zilli has hod her eye on a certain
senior, Steve Zimbolotte. Ado Tesolin hos hod that dre::imy
look over Dick McGinly, our class representative.
Koy Whinney, our class President, is in a second heaven
whenever lhol "wonderful" hunk of man, Bob Simpson,
appears.
Bui enough for foolish gossip and chat! Here is the girl we
love to look at:
Nose Jone St. Onge.
Teeth Ada Tesolin.
Hair Connie Stenman.
Face Margaret Smith;; Pog Kitchen.
Shope- Koy Whinnee.
Legs VanDyke, Joyce.

9-D
Can You Imagine?
Charles Malott commiling a sin,
Beverley Lopolin not winning a pin,
Bob Monlieth not looking cute.
Donna McArthur in a bathing suit,
Gail McDermid coming in early,
Anthony Moore settling down,
Roechel Model! wearing a frown,
Myrna Mogg taking a joke,
Ronald Morrow dtinking more than coko,
Rhevo Noftolin not wearing a sweoler.
June Newby being any better,
Fronk Napier not being quiet.
Shirley Newman trying a diel,
Audrey Payne with little lo say,
Jimmie O'Neill not being gay,
Reta Pepper going steady,
Nancy Petchersky with homework ready,
Myles Cascodden with shirt and lie,
Phyllis Perry with skirt not high,
Inex Pupulin not on the prowl,
Marvin Ordower not answering the howl,
Glenna Olbev with short stubby nails,
Norman Ordower lelling toll tales,
Geraldine Ryall minus that smirk,
Bill Porlinglon not being a jerk,
Pauline Smith not trying to be smarl,

..........................................................
Compliments of

Willie "Moose" Rogin
at

WID'S Sporting Goods

Brun Porisotto without a remark.

Pearl Wo,gor not lhe brains of the class,
Fred Pepper really sludying to pass.
Joan Ostrowski weighing eighty-five,
Don Milburn acting half olive,
Helen S1erle always al school.
Richard Pollerson not obeying the rule,
Annette Prince not looking like a doll,
Fronk Rollet six feel loll.
Before ending lhis poem,
A tribute we make,
To our teacher "Miss Gregory"
Who qove us a break.
"THE
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Record Bar & Home Appliances
1352 WYANDOTTE ST. E.

2-2683

...........................................................
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BEST WISHES
D

Stephen F. Robarts Ltd.

Compliments of

WINDSOR ARENA
LTD.
"The Home of Stellar Attractions"

- 1111-

572 McDougall Street

BUILDERS

Phone 4-6065

Complimenls

Compliments of

S. S. KRESGE CO. LTD.
Windsor's Smart Modern and
Up To Date Variety Store

•
MAKE IT A HABIT TO MEET
YOUR FRIENDS AT KRESGES

•

•

o!

P. P. McCALILUM, C.L.U.
Bronch Monager

Prudential of England
806 Guaranty Trust Bldg.
Phone 4-4305

"Investment Insurance Specialties"

·········•·•1••·············································
Compliments
of

•

ROLLET

Best Wishes

NEWS

to the
Student Body

•
OUELLETTE AT WYANDOTTE

of

PATTERSON

The Portable Shop

COLLEGIATE

Royal Deluxe and Arrow Portable
Typewriters built like a standard
machine. Also Underwood,
Hermes and Noiseless
Portables and
reconditioned typewriters.

INSTITUTE

•

SEE THE NEW

A. WHITLEY LTD.
86 CHATHAM STREET WEST
Fool of Pelissier SI. - TEL. 4-2545
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FORM !OE
President: Joan Smith
Vice-President: Elsie Delaere
Third Row: Joyce Tunks. Elsie Delaere. Marilyn Caldwell.
Joan Smith. Jeannette Cusinato, Ann Rosen, Joan Hames.
June Chambers.
Second Row: Doreen Lefebre. Olive Krawetz. Donna BMr,
Barbara Fontaine. Joy Sherk. Frances Lenar. Lucy Gapa.
Rena Moro, Ann Goeti.
First Row: Marjorie McIntyre. Lois Cunningha:::n. Bc:bora

Brown. Jennie Spoiala, Elsa Cusinato. Shirley Cunnin9ham.
Jean Towle. Rosa Soda.

FORM !OF
Presidenl: Marilyn Cosma
Vice-President: Vir9in:a DePaoll
Third Row: Marilyn Cosma. Joan Garnier. Betty Hutchinson. Jim Lambros. Stanley Garlick. Janet Rose. Jacqueline
Raby. Pauline Archombault.
Second Row: Maxine Percy. Dorothy Muldoon. Mildred
Dunn. Elsa Biasutte. Eva Juhass.. Georgina Magda. Virginia

DePaoli. Donna Lee, Audrey Johnson.
First Row: Verlyn Derbyshire. Dolores Pratt. Joy ln9ram.
Joyee Kirkby. Mable Revait. Irene Pundsack. Marilyn Atkin.
Doris McCallum.
Absent: Joyce Brow:,ell. Joyce Henderson.

FORM 9A
President: Zeno Karcz

Vice-Presider.I: Joyce Bolter
Fourth Row: Paul Almond. Marvin Gi9nac. Rolancl An9us.
Zeno Karcz, Nick Buliqa. Bill Brown.
Third Row: James Andrews, Ronald Bell. Bill Boycott.
Murray Bailey. Alfred Beitler. Dou9 Austin.
S9cond Row: Sylvia Burke, Elaine Bull. Lorna Brown.
Barbara Campbell. Margaret Yasbek. Pal Crew. Connie
Arnold. Eileen Allen, Leona Beren.
First Row: Theresa Barsona. Lillian Copeland. Dorothy
Atkin, Joan Allen. Joyce Bolter. Margaret Allan. Shirley
Campbell. Pat Atkinson. Enid Bucham. Geor9ia Byrd.
Dorothy Cheesman.

FORM 9B
Preside:it: Louis Gansky
Vice-President: Eleanor Haslin9s
Fourth Row: Irving Groh. Robert Fletcher. Richard Davis,
Jack Hall. Bob Dodge, John Finch. Louis Gansky, Donald
Henry.
Third Row: Raymond Fletcher. Walter Davis, Helen Dodge.
Noreen Finn, Gl•nda Chard, Donald Chauvin, Frederick
Green.

Second Row: Dorothy Hussey, Helen Finley. Jean Dun,
Ellenor Coulter, Violet Gardiner, Helen Fardley. ')<.1Jena
Nolan.
First ''ow. Conn· (
Jacqu•
Anne
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COMPLIMENTS OF

MARVIN'S
DRY GOODS

Compliments

of

D

WINDSOR GAS
COMPANY

1686-94 OTTAWA ST.
····························································

LIMITED

ALMA COLLEGE
ST. THOMAS. ONTARIO

D

Residential School for Girls, Affiliated wilh the University
of Western Ontario in Art• and Home Economics.
Ot.h er CoursH Include High School. Secretarial Studlea.
Music, Fine At\, Dramatics, Homemakera' Handicrafts.
Excellent equipment for Swimming. Riding. Tennis. Lawn
Hockey. Goll. etc.
A beautiful Chapel. new Science Labs and Clasarooms havo
been added recently to the College.

"In the Public's Service
Since 1877"

For Prospectus address the

Principal

.............................................................................................................................
BRUCE MILLAR, B.A .. B.D•

COMPLIMENTS

COMPLIMENTS

OF
OF

Geo. S. Pringle, R. 0.

~............... .................
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OPTOMETRIST
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,

CAPITOL THEATRE BUILDING

744 Ouellette Ave

109 LONDON ST. W.

Phone 2-3021

PHONE 3·2449

....•••••••.....•...••.....•..•....•..•....•...•.....•...... ....•....••...•.....................•.......................

Janette Florists

COMPLIMENTS OF

WHITEMAN
FURNITURE
•

Cut Flowers - Corsages - Wedding Bouquets
Potted Plants and Funeral Designs

•

CLIFFORD FRABA

HOWARD FRABA

1182-90 Wyandotte E.
Phone: 3-1470

1378 Ottawa St.

686 Janette Ave.

······························~···· ················································· ·······································
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FORM 9C
President: Arnold Lucas
Vlce-PrHident: Helen Ja1in
Fourth Row: Kenneth Liddle, Edward Llegl, Wayne Hind,
Arnold Lucas. Karl Harper, Gary M:.irdock, Gordon Kain,
Douglas Jacob•.
Third Row: Ell,abtth Kiefer, Allen Ketlt, Ru11ell Luxford,
Jack McConnell. Robert Mar1hall, Ted Lawrence. Ronald
Lee. Mary Lou Loucks.
Second Row: Eileen McGowan. Joan Merai. Wanda
Ker1ty, Betty Met,ger, Helen Jasin, Barbara Chambe, Jeanotte Naklie. E'rloine Loqan.
First Row: Barbara Wolle, Elizabeth Joyce, Anne Magda.
PatriC!a

Lescombe.

Marine

Harrison.

Joan

Koopmans,

Lenora Jeffrey. Delores McCready, Judith Jeffrey.

FORM 9D

PrHidtnt: Rht va Naltolin
Vice-President: Bob Monteith
Fourth Row: Jim O'Neil. Bill Partington, Donald Milburn,
Mylt1 Cascadden, Bruno Parl1otto. Richard Patteraon, Marvin
Ordower.
Third Row: Norman Ordower. Frank Napier, Anthony
Moore. Frank Rollet, Charles Malott. Ronald Morrow.
Second Row: Phyllis Perry, Donna McGuire. Helen Ster!,
Paulin• Smith. Audrey Payne, Rita Pepper, Shirley
Newman, loon 01trow1kl, Annette Prince. Myrna Moqg.
First Row: Geraldine Ryall. Gail McDermid, lne• Pupulin,
Glenna Olbey. Nives Marcuz. Beverley Lopatin, Nancy
Petchersky, Raechel Modell, Pearl Wo,gar, June Newby,
Rheva Naftolin.
Absent: Bob Monteith.

FORM 9E
President: Fred Sorrel.I
Vlce-Pre1ident: Burdette Bo•man
Fourth Row: Donald HJII, Peter PelroU, Harold Fox.
Douglas Pedley, Rocco Ciccone. Samuel Brooks. John
Barbaruek, Fred Sorrell, Douglas DeYoung.
Third Row: Shirley DrHch. Burdette Bo,man, Janico
McClean. Geraldine NoblH, KathlHn Gammon. Norma
Prosser Donna Skill, Eleanor Vincent.
Second Row: Carl Cohen. Bob Hyttenrauch. Herbert
Brudner, Raymond Woods. Albert Deep, Ronald Heaman,
Herbart Loldy.
Firat Row: Barry Dales. Helen Cballons. Faye Sieqel.
Barbara Patterson. Evelyn Jackson, Frances D,iadura,
Natsha Slewar. Bob Collision. Keith Buckley.

FORM 9F
President: Kathleen Winney
Vlct-Prt1ldtnt: Richard McGlnty
Fourth Row: Tony Truant. Ken Williams. Frank Millor.
Benjamin Vincent, Albert Rogojon, Taras Zabara. Bob
Robertson, John Stein. Robert Valliere.
Third Row: Bob Cunningham. Jam.. W iggin,. Bob
Daohan, Ford Robinson. :.arl Parent, Bradley Stannard.
Richard McGinty, Gary Tower.
Second Row: Ada Tesolin, Beverley Sullivan. Margaret
Smith. Connie Stenman. Christina Croson. Jane St. Onge.
Gayle Bo :n, Muri1,, Steed. Hazel Reay.
Firat l'ow: Macr t Shergold. Gloria Z111i ·r~onr•
./aUP
i.?r

"~aht?Etn
{

• Bernice Roberts, ·''-'··r- • ·c!,n,'
qle Kitchen, Marie :.i ;i.,• . ~et~y
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COMPLIMENTS
of

LOCAL 200, UAW-CIO
32-40 WYANDOTTE STREET EAST
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

~

J.C. Lawler

Roy G. England,

Financial Secretary

President

'

................................................. .........................................................................
,

TRIMBLE-PRATT
MOTORS LTD.

COMPLIMENTS OF

SPEEDY LUNCH

1010 London St. W .

PELISSIER AT LONDON

Distributors-

HUDSON MOTOR CARS
INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS
ALLIS-CHALMERS FARM MACHINERY

****
for fine foods and

Phone 4-6456

Efficient Service

····························································

WALTER COULTER

COMPLIMENTS

LTD.

OF

Ca1neras and Supplies
Radios and Household
Appliances
Spalding Sporting Goods

BROWN'S
SILi( SHOPPES

575 OUELLETTE AVE.

FOUR STORES IN WINDSOR

•

•

~-····································································································- ·~·········
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Graduates:

.

Secondary School graduation
is your first real achievement
in your climb to success.

The Royal
Canadian Air Force
sincerely hopes that the rest of
your climb will be lastl

CENTRAL AIR &IJMMAND~ l.&.~F.
ONTARIO

TRENTON

..
...
:.
....:
.
..
...
....................................................................................................................................
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"THE PATRICIAN"
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MAIN Lf~~frl

Local
Histof1

.......................................................
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COMPLIMENTS
OF

c'-fil{orris ~uueral ~cr&irc, 1fitb.

SAFETY DEPOSIT
BOXES

4-5101
Ed. W. Morris

•i?i iiH~H~i

D. E. Morris

W. D. Kelly

Say It with MORRIS' Flowers
•• • e I e ee e Ieee eeee eee eeeee eeeeeeeee e e e ee ee e e aeeeee eeeeeeeee a

IMPERIAL BANK OF CANADA

....=
WINDSOR
ONTARIO
.
.. .. .... ..... ..............................................
~

: ~

Imported Yarns
and Tartans

ffandl<nll Wool and
Rlbbon Dreue,

Elaine Arnold

Scotch Wool Shop
480 Pelissier Street

-.-

SHOES

-.-

WINDSOR. ONTARIO

SPORTING GOODS

'

PHONE 3-7142

LUGGAGE

Blankets
Swoate,s, Socks

M
end

............•.............................................
COMPLIMENTS OF

Compliment, of

LEO ORDOWER
Ladies' Wear
1515 Ottawa

MACHIN BR~
RADIOS

Ph. 3-4559

429 Wyandotte St. E.

KAISER

PHONE 3-4424

APPLIAFrCES
Ph. 3-1411

FRAZER

Distributor

DON CURTIS
AUTOMOTIVE CO. LTD.

AUSTIN CARS AND TRUCKS
SALES ANID SERVICE917 Goyeau
Phone 3.4735
USED CARS-

307 OUELLETTE A VE.
WINDSOR, ONT.

..........................................................,
Lvttles Confectioners

91 Wyandotte St. E.
•••• ea eeee ••• eee

Phone 4·6755

•••I•••••••••• e •• e eeee •• • • • •• ee eee • •••• eee,

Compliment •

of

Sam's Department
Store
1526 OTTAWA ST.
...........................................................................................................................
. .............................................................................................................................
e/

Limited

507 OUELLETTE AVE.
BTlEAKfAST

PHONE 3-60~1
LUNCHEON

WINDSOR

DINNER

"Coad Thinr• Come in LYTTLE PACKAGES"

:.

~

